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Tämä kohdeyritykselle toteutettu tutkimus käsittelee servopuristimen transfer-työkalujen 

testaamiseen tarkoitettua laitteistoa ohutlevytuotannossa. Tutkimuksen tavoitteena oli 

parantaa koneryhmän tuottavuutta suunnittelemalla transfer-työkaluille testiasema. 

Tutkimuksen toisena tavoitteena oli kartoittaa investoinnin kannattavuus testiasemaan. 

Käytetyt tutkimusmenetelmät olivat sekä kvantitatiivisia että kvalitatiivisia. 

Kvantitatiivisina menetelminä käytettiin tilastollista tutkimusta sekä investointilaskennan 

tunnettuja laskentamenetelmiä. Kvalitatiivisina menetelminä puolestaan käytettiin 

kirjallisuustutkimusta, tietokoneavusteisia suunnittelumenetelmiä sekä asiantuntijoiden 

konsultaatiota.  

 

Tilastollisen tutkimuksen sekä haastattelujen perusteella löydettiin koneryhmän NPI-

prosessin ongelmakohdat. Ongelmakohtina nähtiin koeajojen kuormittama kapasiteetti 

tuotannon kustannuksella sekä laiterikot johtuen transfer-työkalujen tarttujien epävarmoista 

ja aikaa vievistä paikoituksista. Näiden ongelmakohtien perusteella löydettiin tarve 

tuotannon resurssin ulkopuolisesta testauslaitteesta transfer-työkaluille.  

 

Investoinnin kannattavuuden arvioimista varten suunniteltiin alustava luonnos transfer 

testilaitteesta. Testilaitteen investointi todettiin kannattavaksi yrityksen investointimallin 

avulla. Investointipäätöksen jälkeen viimeisteltiin testilaitteen suunnitelmat sekä design. 

Laitteiston valmistamiselle ja käyttöönotolle tehtiin suunnitelma. Suunnitelma piti sisällään 

valmistus-, käyttö- ja huolto-ohjeet. Lisäksi laitteisto ja sen ympäristö suunniteltiin 

yhteensopivaksi yrityksen Lean-käytäntöjen kanssa.  

 

Kohdeyritys sai suunnitelman transfer testilaitteen toteutukselle. Testilaitteelle saatiin 

valmisteltua vaaditut ohjeet sekä valmistussuunnitelmat. Laitteen suunnitelman jälkeen 

laite on tarkoitus valmistaa ja ottaa käyttöön. Tuottavuusaste-seurantaa voidaan tehdä 

käyttöönoton jälkeen.   
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The research, which is produced to target company, is considering servo presses’ transfer 

tool testing equipment in sheet metal production. The objective of the research was to 

improve productivity of machine group by designing a trial station for transfer tools. Used 

research methods were quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative methods were used as 

statistical research and basic methods of investment calculations. As qualitative methods, 

literature research, computer aided designing methods and professional consultation were 

used.  

 

The problems of machine group’s NPI process were found by utilizing statistical research 

and expert interviews. The seen issues were capacity losses of production due to NPI-

process’ test drive phase and equipment breakdowns due to interferences between transfer 

grippers and tools. Based on these problem fields, the demand was found for transfer tool 

test equipment, external from production resources. 

 

For evaluation of investment profitability, pre-design of transfer tool was implemented. The 

investment of test equipment was investigated to be profitable according to company’s 

model of investment. After investing decision, final design was implemented for transfer 

trial station. Implementation plan was made for manufacturing, equipment commission and 

usage. Implementation plan included manufacturing drawings, usage manual and 

maintenance guidance. Also, equipment and its environment were implemented to be 

compatible with company’s Lean policies.  

 

The company got the desired implementation plan for transfer trial station. The required 

instructions and manufacturing plan were produced. After getting the implementation plan, 

trial station implementation may begin. Tracking of utilization rate improvements can be 

done after machine commission. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The competition in sheet metal forming industry is growing. High productivity is on the 

scope while the technologies of presses are developing. The end-users are becoming more 

demanding with the quality and durability of sheet metal products. Right now, aim in the 

sheet metal business is to maximize productivity and cost-effectiveness of production, while 

maintaining customers’ satisfaction. The focus remains on advanced technologies and 

equipment, which allow higher productivity, capabilities and quality level. (Boerger, 2006, 

pp. 16-18) One way to handle these changes in sheet metal press industry is to optimize 

material handling and to increase productivity of the sheet metal pressing stations. In this 

research, the solution for these issues are studied in the aspect of servo press transfer system, 

and the alternative set-up and trialling method of transfer punching tools. This master’s 

thesis is produced as a six-month project work for Finnish sheet metal subcontractor, in the 

plant located in Finland. 

 

1.1 Background 

The target company has previously had issues when trialling newly brought punch press 

tools especially for company’s servo press during NPI-process. Trialling of tools will be set-

up in the same machine that does the production. Set-up and trialling times are high due to 

complex sensor techniques and accurate controlling of transfer equipment. While tolerances 

of products are accurate, the transfer controlling must be carefully made. In the other hand, 

maintaining of targeted productivity level is important, and so on set-up times and trialling 

times must be reduced as low as possible. Indirectly, capacity losses will affect on upcoming 

production by delays and loss of sales. At the same time along with overloaded capacity, 

machine breakdowns due to trialling are increasing. The main issue is not only wasted 

capacity but also increasing repairing costs.  

 

Practical difficulties may occur during this research due to tight schedule, validity and 

sampling of the data, and the profitability of investment. In this thesis, the new solution will 

be studied and planned for testing of transfer tools. The solution will be based on trial station 

for transfer tools separated from the servo press machine. This way the machine in 

production will have more efficiency due to increased availability.  
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1.2 Research objectives and scope 

The target of the research is to survey profitability of investment, design the equipment for 

transfer trial station and plan the implementation of transfer trial station. The benefit for the 

company will be increased productivity due to capacity release and more effective 

commission of newly produced tools during NPI-process.  

 

The scope of the research will be limited on straight-forward machine investment study and 

implementation plan of trial station. Trial station implementation plan will be made for servo 

press tools applying simple design process and using as much standard components as 

possible. Aim of the design process is to achieve easy and quick feasibility for trial station 

implementation. Investment study will be made using company’s model of investment. The 

most common standard solutions of transfer system components of servo presses will be 

searched. The study of transfer systems will be scoped on common solutions as well. For the 

company, outcome of the research will be increased productivity and flexibility due to 

reduced servo press downtime. Figure 1 illustrates the scope of research field. The scope of 

the research will be emphasized inside the sheet metal product mass production. Inside that 

field, the focus is on punching and pressing manufacturing methods, and even more precise 

servo press transfer systems. All the considered subjects of this research will be inside the 

presented circle’s fields.  

 

 

Figure 1. Scope of research field. 
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1.3 Research problems and questions 

Capacity loss, repairing costs and repairing resource waste are in key state when defining 

the research problem. The solution will be sought for capacity releasing and resource wasting 

by implementation of separate trial station. The selection of this problem field is derived 

from the needs of company and profitability of investment.  

 

Research questions are set to be answered in this research. The research questions are listed 

below: 

• How much capacity can be evaluated to be released from servo press machine if the 

trial station would be implemented? 

• Would the implementation of trial station be profitable enough for the investment? 

• How the productivity of servo press station would be changed? 

• How the implementation of transfer trial station will be planned? 

 

These questions are purposed to be answered and supposed to be helping the research to 

follow the defined themes and to achieve the set objectives. 

 

1.4 Research methods and implementation 

Practical implementation of the research will be made in three parts which are listed below: 

1. Theory part. Adapting to research environment and gathering information.  

2. Implementation part. Resulting the implementation plan for trial station.  

3. Finishing and conclusion part. Concluding and finishing the research. 

 

These practical steps are scheduled and checked by the thesis examiners in the checkpoint 

meetings during the research. Also, the progress will be checked in regular status checks by 

the management of company.  

 

Used research methods will be quantitative and qualitative. The research will be made by 

gathering information from literature findings, studying common and company’s own 

models of investment, analysing data from company’s test drives and tool manufacturing, 

designing the structure and functionality of trial station, evaluating the profitability of 

investment. In theory part, the environment and relations of scoped research area will be 

brought in to support and help to understand the results part. Theory will consist of scientific 
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and commercial articles, books, conference papers and brochures. The implementation part 

will present the results of research. The results will be derived from studies of company’s 

present state concerning the production and model of investment, NPI-process of the 

company, investment study for servo press trial station, designing of trail station and 

planning the implementation of trial station. The results and implementation part will be 

concluded in conclusions and discussion part.  

 

1.4.1 Quantitative methods 

In theory and implementation part quantitative research methods will be used. The methods 

will be applied in data collection and analysis, investment calculations and commercial 

values provided by suppliers.  

 

Data collection will be made for machine breakdown times, new tools’ set-up times, re-

design times and re-manufacturing times. The data will be provided by company’s ERP 

scheme, in which data has been updated after every stage of previously made tools’ design 

and approval processes. The data will be gathered and concluded with quantitative analyses 

to justify the profitability of investment along with qualitative analyses. Investment 

calculations will base on common investment models and company’s internal investment 

process methods.  

 

Some values for trial station design stage will be gathered and analysed from commercial 

suppliers of standard components for trial station. Comparisons will be made with different 

components and suppliers based on prices, functionalities, requirements and delivery times. 

 

1.4.2 Qualitative methods 

Qualitative research methods will be used in theory part, implementation part and conclusion 

part. Literature findings, previous researches and professional consultation will be the basis 

of theory part as well as in conclusion part. In implementation part the qualitative analyses 

will be made using PTC Creo CAD-program and investment models.  

 

Theory and conclusion part will be done utilizing literature findings and previously made 

public researches. The sources of the information will be science databases Scopus and LUT 

Finna. The literature search will be focused on servo pressing technology, transfer 
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technology and machine investment principals and models. Big share of transfer systems’ 

introduction and functional principals will be available on commercial references. Most of 

the commercial references are based on public researches and articles made by companies 

worldwide in pressing industry for their own business development purposes.  

 

Professional consultation will be gathered for study of productions present state, designing 

of the trial station and company’s investment principals. Guiding and consultation is given 

by company’s design team, production management and economy experts.  

 

To support designing stage implementation PTC Creo Parametric CAD program will be 

used. Modelling of transfer station’s structure and components will be made with Creo. As 

the scope of the research’s design phase is straight-forward design, the standard components 

will be used as often as possible. The CAD-models of components will be gathered from 

commercial sources if available. These commercial components and self-designed 

components will be combined and modified to compose the final design of the servo press 

trial station.  
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2 RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT 

 

 

Environment of the research includes company, working facilities and machines to be in 

centre of this research. The research will be made for a sheet metal product manufacturer 

located in Finland. The implementation plan of transfer trial station will be targeted to 400-

ton servo press in the plant with already existing transfer system. 

 

2.1 Introduction of company 

The target company has a factory in metal industry located in Finland. The factory produces 

sheet metal products with customer-oriented approach as a subcontractor. The company has 

fields of design, manufacturing and assembling of products based on customer demand. The 

company has plants and offices in several different locations in several different countries. 

The group can be categorized in small and medium enterprises. Values of the group consist 

of skills, responsibility and continuous development. Customers are consisting of small and 

large companies in industries of electronics, electric products, telecommunications, vehicles 

and pharmaceutics.  

 

In the plant located in Finland, where this research will be made, products will be produced 

in-order, storage and customer-oriented approach depending on manufactured product, 

customer relationships and contracts. Sheet metal products will be manufactured mostly by 

using punching techniques and multi-slide pressing lines. The principal of punching is to get 

desired shape by cutting, bending and pressing the material. Production lines are automatized 

in almost every case. It is possible to include assembly stage in certain production lines. 

Used production line assembly techniques are for example riveting, screwing and welding. 

Batch sizes of sheet metal products vary from 500 pieces to 200 000 pieces. Sheet metal 

products in the plant will be sold mostly to electronic, electric and telecommunication 

industries. In the plant, there are utilized 6S- and Lean tools to optimize production times, 

to minimize errors, to continue developing and to improve quality control. Environmental 

values are widely and accurately followed in product design, manufacturing and sales. 
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2.2 Introduction of transfer servo press station in company 

The object of the transfer trial station is servo press line located in plant of target company. 

Servo press is manufactured by press provider AIDA. In company, the model of AIDA servo 

press belongs in DSF-series with press capacity of 400 tons. It has a transfer feature to 

convey parts in line. Figure 2 will show the model of company’s AIDA DSF-series servo 

press.  

 

 

Figure 2. AIDA DSF-series servo press. (AIDA-America Corporation, 2015) 

 

The servo press has big pressing capacity of 400 tons. Adjustable stroke length allows the 

length of punching and bending to be between 60 and 350 millimetres. The die height of 750 

millimetres, table area of 3 050 x 1 500 millimetres and maximum weight of 8 000 kilograms 

allow the punching tool to be designed for bigger products than usually in the factory.  

Table 1 presents the specifications of AIDA DSF-4000 transfer servo press. In the table, there 

is gathered all the urgent information of the servo press. The values of capacity, stroke 

length, strokes per minute, die height, slide adjustment, table area and maximum tool weight 

will be presented. 
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Table 1. Specifications for AIDA DSF-4000 transfer servo press. 

DSF-T 400-ton specifications Unit Value 

Capacity ton 400 

Stroke length mm 60 – 350 

Strokes per minute spm 3 – 90 

Die height mm 750 

Slide adjustment mm 250 

Table area mm 3 050 x 1 500 

Tool weight max kg 8 000 

 

These specifications will have effect on the capability to manufacture pieces in production. 

Capacity and stroke values will determine the maximum thicknesses and shapes of product, 

while table and other mentioned specifications determine the amount of press stages and 

sizes of blankets. 

 

AIDA servo press was purchased to the company as a strategic investment to acquire new 

customers, due to its flexibility in product variations and high productivity. The difference 

of the servo press to conventional mechanical presses, which company also has plenty of, 

are force focusing, adjustable stroke, energy consumption, heat and force distribution 

compensations. Servo presses are capable to produce optimized force bringing during the 

pressing cycle, while mechanical co-eccentric presses have variation in force curve. Stroke 

length can be adjusted in servo press to optimize the speed of production. The full length of 

stroke doesn’t have to be used, while co-eccentric presses must utilize the full stroke due to 

required full cycle. Also, servo presses are capable to compensate thermal expansion of press 

tool by adjusting stroke length automatically. Same goes for force distribution when the load 

is non-symmetric in the heads of tool. Force compensation will be made automatically 

changing force distribution by using two different servo motors. The pressing line consist of 

coil feeder with ability to feed blank sheets. Cutting can be made beforehand the pressing or 

during the first pressing stages. The conveying of part can be done entirely by transferring 

system or supporting blank skeleton. It is also possible to combine these both in a way that 

transferring systems starts to operate from certain stage. (Koelsch, 2002, pp. 37-38) 
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3 TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY IN SHEET METAL PRESS PRODUCTION 

 

 

When concerning flexibility and efficiency in sheet metal part handling, transfer systems 

come into question. Transfer systems have been developed since the production volumes 

have grown and complexity of part shapes has increased. Transfer technology offers less 

material waste, quicker material handling from stage to another and flexibility to do complex 

shapes. (Boerger, 2005) Transfer is a servo-driven particle conveying system that can move 

part to the next manufacturing stage (Peksa, 2005). 

 

In general, transfer systems can be categorized in two main groups, which are inline transfers 

and rotary transfers. In sheet metal production, punch presses are mostly using inline 

transfers. Inline transfer systems are handling parts directly inside the machine from step to 

another. In progressive dies, inline transfer systems may have several steps of material 

handling inside the same tool. The transfer systems are using hydraulic, pneumatic or electric 

actuators. The actuators will move transfer arms along the rails or conveying belt. Transfer 

system can handle large and complex parts automatically. Loading and unloading of work 

piece will be made accurately and quickly by transfer systems. The quality, accuracy and 

productivity will be increased by these investments. Advantages of transfer systems in 

production are listed below (Gupta, et al., 2017, pp. 366-369): 

• Improvements in productivity 

• High accuracy and quality 

• Smaller material handling costs 

• Reduced loading times 

• Constant efficiency of material handling 

• Possibilities to handle complex shaped parts 

 

Transfer systems have also some disadvantages, mostly considering the high costs. The 

systems can be complex, so the initial investment and maintenance costs may be high. The 

transfer systems are made to handle high volume of parts efficiently, and that’s why the 

system does not suit for low batch production. Disadvantages of transfer systems in 

production are listed next (Gupta, et al., 2017, p. 369): 

• Expensive initial costs 
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• High maintenance costs 

• Only applicable for mass production 

• High losses during machine breakdowns 

 

Transfer systems can consist of many different principals depending on usage. Principals 

will be considering movement methods, material handling methods, and controlling 

methods. The selection criteria of proper transfer system are required handling accuracy, 

required efficiency and productivity, desired driving method, demanded size of work pieces, 

accuracy and tolerances in work piece, and demanded quality. (Gupta, et al., 2017, p. 362) 

 

3.1 Principal of transfer equipment in servo presses 

Transfer technology can be used in different pressing stages. Normally, it is used for blanket 

feeding, stage to stage feeding or assisting press operations. (Boerger, 2005) The system is 

hydraulic, pneumatic or electric servo-driven, and the movement happens in pitching, 

clamping and lifting stages. Transfer systems can work by either 2-axial or 3-axial 

movements. It is also possible to add axes in addition to primary axes such as vacuum, 

cylindrical or rotational movements. The system’s sliding motions are synchronized along 

with press’s crank angle, so that movement stages are executed in the right time. To avoid 

crashes between transfer shafts and press tool, the coordinates of movement must be adjusted 

accurately. The accuracy of shafts must be also adjusted in the level of product tolerances to 

avoid quality issues in production. The structure of transfer equipment consists of servo 

motors to each linear movement, structural beams, linear rails and beams for conveying and 

fastening transfer tools, bearings and cabling. Transfer tools consist of fastening beams, 

different kind of sensors and grippers and control cables. (Peksa, 2005) Figure 3 presents an 

example of the transfer system structure as a commercial solution. The solution has three-

dimensional movements, and the material handling will be executed with two parallel 

transfer arms.  
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Figure 3. Example of servo-driven transfer system’s structure in sheet metal press industry. 

(AP&T, 2019) 

 

There are several existing transfer solutions in market considering production such as gantry 

transfers and rotary transfers. Still, the most common solutions to implement transfer system 

movement in sheet metal production are tri-axial transferring and crossbar transferring, 

especially for progressive press dies.  

 

3.1.1 Tri-axial transfer 

The most common transfer solution is tri-axial transfer system. In this solution, motions will 

be implemented with three axes to clamp stage, lift stage and transfer stage. After these 

stages the system returns to starting point. The system is designed with two parallel beams. 

The beams have similar motions and directions in every state except clamping, where the 

beams will be brought towards each other to clamp the particle. Same happens when the 

clamping will be released after the transfer phase. As figure 4 show, the motions of tri-axial 

transfer system start with clamping, lifts a particle up, transfers it to next step, set the particle 

up and releases it, then returns for the starting position. The movement of system is three-

dimensional.  
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Figure 4. Movement and principal of tri-axial transfer system. (Bogon, 1997) 

 

The advantage of tri-axial method is flexibility of movement and shorter conveying 

distances. It is also easy to control the movement of tri-axial transfer system from disturbing 

the upper tool movement. The additional equipment such as rotating grippers for part turning 

is easy to implement. In the other hand, the accuracy of motions and tolerances are very 

precise due to demanded symmetry of both transfer beams and their movements. 

 

3.1.2 Crossbar transfer 

Another common method to use transfers is crossbar transferring. This method is often 

implemented by two axes and accessory equipment such as vacuum lifter or magnets. The 

principal is to move beams above the transferred particle, settle down to the level of particle, 

attach it for example with vacuum gripper, and then transfer the particle to next step and 

return to starting position. (Die Cad Group, 2016) Figure 5 will illustrate the principal of this 

crossbar transferring movements. The movement of system is two-dimensional.  

 

 

Figure 5. Movement and principal of crossbar transfer system. (Bogon, 1997) 
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With crossbar-transferring, the motions of gripping equipment are larger. The transfer 

equipment must be moved apart from pressing tool, and movements must be further to avoid 

collisions comparing to tri-axial transfer systems. As result, the total travel of equipment will 

be longer.  

 

3.2 Controlling 

Controlling of transfer systems will be made with programming and actuators. One way to 

connect actuators to program is using CODESYS, which is an environment of development 

for programming. The movement of transfer device has to be calculated and synchronized 

according to the angle of press ram. The angle and dimensions of ram will be the basis for 

calculating press position. From the angle measurement data, the transfer system will be 

coordinated to do right steps at the right time to avoid crashes and interference with press 

tool. The coordinates will be set in three axis, x-, y- and z-axis. To define right coordinates, 

the maximum length of stroke, speed and acceleration must be known in all of the axis. Also, 

dimensions of transfer system and grippers are necessary to be set. This data will be 

combined along with press angle in the whole revolution, 360 degrees of ram revolving. (Die 

Cad Group, 2016) 

 

In the figure 6, transfer and press movement are described as position in respect of time in 

one revolution. Green line describes x-axis position, red line y-axis position, blue line z-axis 

position and black line press position. The x-axis movement is considered as the transfer and 

return motion. The y-axis movement is considered as closing or gripping motion, and z-axis 

as a lift motion. Press position change is vertical movement of press according to the crank 

angle. (Die Cad Group, 2016) 
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Figure 6. Transfer and press movement described as position in respect of time. 

 

The program of each different transfer tooling is specific. Considering the viewpoint of 

transfer equipment, the final composition of program depends on the gripping methods, 

component selection, transfer principals and pressing stages. The coordinates of movement 

for the transfer system will be defined to avoid component interference.  

 

Once the program is made, system can save the control program to memory of machine 

program. This enables quick set-up times concerning system programming.  (Boerger, 2006, 

pp. 16-18)   

 

3.3 Functional equipment and structure 

The operation controlling program will control the actuators based on pre-defined 

coordinates and tracking signals of sensors. Actuators will be the basis for the actions of 

movement in transfer system. The functional principal of actuators can be electric, 

pneumatic or hydraulic.  

 

Structure of transfer system generally consists of aluminium bars and functional equipment. 

Functional equipment such as grippers are normally attached on the transfer tools. The tools 

themselves are attached on the fixed transfer arms, which are permanent components in the 

transfer system. The transfer tool can include several grippers, different or similar, one set 

for each step of manufacturing steps in progressive die. The number of gripper sets depends 

on number of steps in sheet metal manufacturing cycle. In the same tool, grippers can be 
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pincers, suction cups or shovels. Figure 7 presents an example of gripper sets attached to 

transfer tools and arms. Each gripper set is for one manufacturing step. In the figure, the first 

step can be seen grippers grabbed to sheet metal product.  

 

 

Figure 7. An example of gripper sets attached to transfer tools. (Misati, 2019) 

 

3.3.1 Grippers 

Handling and attaching the part during the pressing process, will be operated with grippers. 

The shapes and functional principals of grippers depend on part geometries and properties. 

The grippers can be designed for sensitive structure of product, complex and unique shapes, 

punching directions and target of higher productivity. The most common functional 

principals of grippers are mechanical compression, vacuum and magnetic attaching. 

Geometry related grippers are usually designed to carry round, sharp or flat edges of 

products. The complex shapes of products may need specific gripper design to optimize 

attaching and minimizing machine errors due to dropping the piece. One criterion for 

selection of gripper is product’s material. Material can be brittle or sensitive for handling, 

which requires soft controlling and gripping. In this case attaching may be implemented with 

vacuuming or slow motions and low forces. Problems may also occur, if the workpiece has 

some impurities on the surface such as oil stains. The gripping method must be selected in a 

way that it is not sensitive for failures due to impurities. In some cases, customer may have 

demand for burr directions in different sides of plate product. The solution for this issue is 
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to turn the piece around during the transferring between punching stages. By gripper 

equipment, movement of additional axis can be added. The additional movement can be 

implemented for example with cylinder in gripping head. The dimensions of movement can 

be grown, while transfer bars can be moving through only two axes. Total travelling distance 

can be this way reduced and productivity increased.  

 

The movement of gripping equipment can be implemented hydraulically, pneumatically or 

electrically. Nowadays the most common actuator for gripper movement is servo motor, 

which energy consumption is low, accuracy is high and moving speed is high. The 

movement can be axial, rotational and compressional. Mechanical grippers usually consist 

of parallel fingers, angled fingers, radial fingers or three-point fingers.  The most common 

type of mechanical grippers is axially motioned carrier with gravity and friction-based 

gripping. The piece will settle down in the slot between fingers without additional compress. 

Figure 8 presents an example of parallel mechanical robot gripper from Festo.  

 

 

Figure 8. Example of parallel mechanical robot gripper from Festo. (Festo Group, 2018) 

 

One example of mechanical grippers is pincer gripper, which has opposite adapting pincers 

in both sides, up and down. In the pincer gripper, there can be different variations in number 

of fingers. Figure 9 shows a design of pincer grippers made by Misati. The gripper has two 

pincer projections which will squeeze the work piece against flat surface of the gripper.  
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Figure 9. Pincer gripper designed by Misati. (Misati, 2019) 

 

Another mechanical solution separate from pincer and finger grippers is shovel gripper. The 

principal of shovel gripper is to convey a piece based on gravity and blocks for movement. 

There is no moving part to attach on work piece, but it is only supporting piece while moving 

it from step to another. When designing transfer tool with shovel grippers, the accelerations 

and vibrations must be taken account carefully, due to displacement of work piece. 

Normally, the conveying operation with shovel gripper is monitored with sensors, which 

will detect the displacement. In shovel principal, rotational movements during steps are not 

possible. (Misati, 2019) Figure 10 presents Misati’s shovel grippers supporting a work piece. 

The shovel corners will place the work piece on the shovel gripper surface and carry the 

work piece.  

 

 

Figure 10. Shovel grippers supporting work piece. (Misati, 2019) 
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Principal of vacuum grippers are based on suction between gripper and product. The device 

consists of suction cup, vacuum generator, valves and other controlling equipment of 

vacuum. It is a good solution when gentle attaching is needed to avoid for example scratches. 

Vacuum grippers are usually pneumatic or electro-pneumatic. Figure 11 presents an example 

of vacuum gripper provided by Festo. The gripper consists of suction head and pneumatic 

connection.  

 

 

Figure 11. An example of vacuum gripper provided by Festo. (Festo Group, 2018) 

 

When comparing previously presented gripping methods, there can be noticed that different 

grippers can be applied to different purposes. Some methods are purposed to reach high 

productivity, while others can be targeted to gentle handling of work piece or lower costs. 

Table 2 presents comparison of different gripping methods. Advantages and disadvantages 

are listed for finger and pincer gripping, vacuum gripping and shovel gripping. The different 

categories of grippers have differences in performance, costs, energy consumption, quality 

and accuracy.  
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Table 2. Comparison of different gripping methods in transfer tools. (Misati, 2019) 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Finger and pincer gripper • Reliability of 

fastening 

• High productivity 

• Low initial costs 

• Low energy 

consumption 

• High costs 

• Possibility for surface 

quality issues 

Vacuum gripper • No scratches or 

surface quality issues 

during fastening 

• Possibility to move 

work piece without 

elevating 

• Low initial costs 

• High energy 

consumption 

• Requires careful 

handling 

• Work piece surface 

must be flat 

• Larger dimension of 

strokes 

Shovel gripper • Simplicity 

• High productivity 

• Sensitive to 

acceleration and 

vibrations 

• Inaccuracy when 

placing work piece 

 

Lately, mechanical adaptive grippers have been introduced as an industry solution. Adaptive 

grippers can be made of material that adapts to product shapes while attaching the product. 

Usually the composition of adaptive grippers is elastic. Figure 12 illustrates the principal of 

Festo’s adaptive grippers. 
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Figure 12. Example of principal for adaptive gripper fingers. (Design Engineering, 2017) 

 

3.3.2 Actuators 

In transfer systems, actuators will enable all the transfer arm’s movement. The movement 

will need driving force, which can be implemented by hydraulically, pneumatically or 

electrically powered actuators. The drive system may also be combined off one of these 

options. In transfer systems the most important properties of actuators and driving systems 

are repeatability, accuracy, high speed and high productivity. The selection of driving 

method will be based on those criteria. (Gupta, et al., 2017, pp. 420-422) 

 

Hydraulic driving systems can offer high power, high force and accuracy for hydraulic 

actuators. The principal of hydraulic driven actuators is pumping of fluid to cause high 

pressure. High pressure form force which can be used to execute linear or rotary motion in 

actuator systems. While the hydraulic actuators need relatively big space and is prone to 

hydraulic oil leakages, they have many advantages which makes them popular in transfer 

applications. Hydraulic actuators can produce high force for moving heavy transfer arms, 

and they are self-cooling and lubricating systems. The control of fluids enables the force 

producing and transmission without gears. In transfer systems they can operate accurately, 

but only in low speeds which will not enable working with maximum productivity. (Gupta, 

et al., 2017, pp. 420-422) 

 

Pneumatic actuators are common in transfer systems. Especially due to transfer systems’ 

linear and short cycle timed motions, pneumatic driving system can be applied excellently. 

Common applications in robots working by pneumatic control, are material handling 

systems, which transfer systems belong in. The advantages are suitability for simple and 
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quick motions and quicker response times due to lightness. Also, the solution is cheap if the 

pneumatic lines have already been installed in the work site. Disadvantages are accuracy 

issues, air leakages and inconvenience of complex system movements. (Gupta, et al., 2017, 

pp. 420-422) 

 

Stepper motors, pulse motors and servo motors are used in electric driving systems. Electric 

driving systems will convert electricity into mechanical force. The applications in robotics 

are usually small robot systems. Often electric driven systems will be combined with another 

driving method in transfer systems. Electric drivers are not compatible for as high speeds 

and strength as hydraulic systems. Another disadvantage is its sensitivity for failures in tough 

environments and more difficult controlling than in other systems. The advantages are high 

accuracy and repeatability. Also, electric actuators will need much less maintenance than 

others. (Gupta, et al., 2017, pp. 420-422) Table 3 presents advantages and disadvantages of 

hydraulic, pneumatic and electric drivers in transfer systems. The drivers have differences 

in aspects of performance, accuracy, environment of usage, costs, quality and maintenance.  

 

Table 3. Comparison of different driving systems for transfer systems. (Gupta, et al., 2017, 

pp. 420-422) 

Driving method Advantages Disadvantages 

Hydraulic • High forces and strength 

• Self-cooling and lubricating 

• High accuracy in low speeds 

• Required working space 

• Oil leakages 

Pneumatic • Simple and quick motions 

• Low costs 

• Lightness 

• Quick response time 

• Accuracy issues 

• Air leakages 

• Suitable for only simple 

movement 

Electric • High repeatability 

• High accuracy 

• Low maintenance required 

• Lower speed than in 

hydraulics 

• Low strength 

• Sensitivity for failures 

in rough environment 
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3.3.3 Sensors 

Controlling of transfer systems will be based on information from sensors and transmitters. 

Commonly in transfer systems, sensors can be categorized in internal and external sensors. 

Internal sensors will be observing robot parameters while external will be observing 

environmental parameters. External sensors can be divided in contact and non-contact 

sensors. These sensors will ensure the working of system in work site environment. Internal 

sensors will be observing parametrical environment inside the system. Generally, the 

information is needed to observe position of beams, proximity and attachment of particles, 

and disturbed signals. The functional principals can vary in different types of sensors. 

Normally, the signal is sent after mechanical change in sensor system. Also, optical sensors 

are widely used in transfer systems. The aim in the use of sensors is to ensure proper working 

of machine, maintaining run of production and to avoid catastrophic machine breakdowns. 

Also, quality, efficiency and safety will be improved with sensors. Normally, sensors’ 

signals related to alarm of interference, will interrupt the machine run and announce it to the 

operator. (Gupta, et al., 2017, pp. 441-444) The commonly used sensors in transfer systems 

are listed below: 

• Touch sensors 

• Force sensors 

• Proximity sensors (position sensors) 

• Velocity sensors 

 

The purpose of touch sensors is to observe if the particle is clamped or not. The sensors are 

located on the fingers, and there may be used several sensors on the finger at the same time 

to recognize particle orientation and position. These sensors may be implemented by 

mechanical microswitches or electric conductivity. The sensors will send the touching signal 

by binary output, which tells weather the touch is happened or not. Touch sensors may also 

be used for position checking if the transfer system has reached the right position. (Gupta, 

et al., 2017, pp. 444-446) 

 

To observe effecting force or torque, force sensors will be used. Force sensors can detect if 

force will be targeted to the objective and making actions caused by it. For example, in 

transfer system the applications can be in collision detection when the force will be caused 

by collision of two objects. (Gupta, et al., 2017, p. 446) 
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Proximity sensors will be used when the distance or absence must be measured. The 

applications in transfer system are position detection for proper motions and stroke lengths, 

collision detection and attaching position. Principals of proximity sensor working can be for 

example optical detection based on light reflection, capacitive sensor based on frequency 

changes in detector or magnetic field detection based on induction. (Gupta, et al., 2017, pp. 

446-448) 

 

Velocity sensors are used for observation of caused speed of transfer arms. The sensor is 

important in transfer system because some of the components may have maximum speed 

requirements. For example, linear conductors in transfer arms will be engineered to tolerate 

certain speeds. (Gupta, et al., 2017, p. 450) 

 

3.3.4 Conductors 

Linear movement of transfer arms needs to be implemented with low-friction solution. The 

motion must be stable and smooth. Linear conductor consists of slide and rail. Due to 

accuracy requirements for transfer system, the structure of linear conductors is stiff, and gaps 

between rail and slide will be tight. Usually, in transfer systems the used conductors are 

implemented with ball, roll or slide bearings. Ball bearing conductors’ motion will cause the 

lowest friction off the previously mentioned conductors due to lowest contact area on the 

surface. Ball bearings will be capable to reach higher speed than the others. Roll bearings 

will have more stability in linear movements. Slide bearing has the highest friction and it is 

the most expensive solution due to special materials used if the high speed of transfer arms 

will be required. (Collins, 2019; Eitel, 2019) Figure 13 present a cross-section of slide and 

roll bearing in linear conductors. Slide bearing is presented on the left, and roll bearing on 

the right. Upper components are slides in the linear conductor assembly, while the lower 

components are rails.  
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Figure 13. Principal of slide and roll conductor presented in cross-sections. 

 

3.3.5 Safety devices and principals 

Because of automatic control of robotic systems, the safety aspect must be carefully taken 

under control. Without any sensors or protective equipment, automatic systems will continue 

their actions, although the situation is dangerous. The operators must be aware of dangers 

with robots and their behaviour while working with robots. For transfer systems, the safety 

principals and devices are the same that are used with common robots. The most common 

danger situations are robot maintenance tasks and installing or set-up tasks. With proper 

safety control, normal actions by robot in production should not be hazardous. The transfer 

systems along with punching presses are usually protected with shelters and interference 

detection sensors. Also, the stroke of the transfer arms will be set-up with minimum possible 

length. When comparing transfer arms with robotic arms, transfer arms’ movement may be 

more predictable due to two- or three-dimensional linear motions. In the work site and 

machine site, enough quantity of emergency buttons will be installed for shutting down the 

machine in hazardous situations. The protective gear, such as gloves, safety shoes, glasses 

and helmets, may be used by operators to lower the risk of injuries. (Gupta, et al., 2017, p. 

436) The devices and equipment for safety with transfers are listed next: 

• Operator’s protective gear and equipment 

• Emergency shut-down buttons 

• Protective shelters and barriers around transfer systems 

• Sensors for detecting interferences and extra movements inside machine site 
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Usually sheet metal pressing machines are covered already even without having transfer 

systems. The emergency buttons are absence and machines will not run without having 

shelters in proper positions.  

 

With regular maintenance of transfer equipment, the unpredictable machine breaks and 

hazardous situations may be avoided. There are many components in robotic systems to 

maintain, which can cause safety issues while being broken. The maintenance should be 

done systematically with scheduled programs, and the feeders, sensors, actuators, grippers 

and safety devices should be checked at least. (Gupta, et al., 2017, pp. 436-437) The 

maintenance programs are commonly done in TPM-, Total Productive Maintenance, 

program consisting of all production machines. TPM program includes all the daily and 

weekly predictive maintenance tasks which are possible to be done by operators during shift. 

Other longer periodical maintenance actions should be done by professionals monthly and 

annually.  

 

3.4 Comparison to conventional drivers 

Conventional conveying in sheet metal pressing process is usually done with blanket feeders 

and conveying skeletons which are carrying the formed piece until the cutting-off and 

collection phase. Conveying skeletons are originated from material blanket where the 

formable part is attached with fastening sections. This means that strip layout of product 

must have some space from extra raw material for handling and feeding. Using skeleton also 

means that there will be one extra phase in production line which is cutting-off phase. When 

the designed product has steep bending angles and complex shapes, the space for skeleton 

will be bigger due to zigzag shaped support strips. This increases greatly the amount of waste 

material. By using separate transfer system, skeleton method is not needed. This saves plenty 

of waste material and time when proportioned to big batch production. (Boerger, 2004) 

 

With transfer systems, large and complex parts are enabled to do without significant 

problems. Transfer equipment for example may include rotating actuators, which allow the 

piece to be punched from different side. This adds flexibility to production and increases 

productivity due to shorter conveying distances and non-additional work stage in tool 

designing. Indirectly, transfer systems can affect positively on designing process by reducing 

amount of work to do. In the other hand, implementation of transfer system in process 
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requires design for the transfer equipment and control programming. (Boerger, 2004; Die 

Cad Group, 2016) 

 

3.5 Designing aspects of transfer system 

When designing transfer systems’ implementation, there are many critical things to take 

account. Designing aspects are dealing with part feeding principals, part orientation and 

properties, scrap, press stroke lengths and pressing stages, tool geometries and compositions, 

and tool material properties. (Die Cad Group, 2016) 

 

Aspects related to feeding principal are desired feeding speed, feed line height and gripping 

methods. These aspects depend on part geometries, which effect on the sizes of tools and 

production speed. Feeding height will be optimized to maximize productivity by minimizing 

travelling distances. The access of equipment and grippers must also be ensured to have the 

right specifications to achieve these actions. (Die Cad Group, 2016) 

 

In case of part orientation, the right kind of grippers must be chosen. The selection of 

grippers is affecting on the final selection of transfer equipment. The grippers must support 

the transfer principal. Part orientation and properties are naturally the basis of tool design. 

Tool design have effects on stroke lengths, feed lengths and quantity of different pressing 

stages. Tool design will determine the path of transferring. The indirect design aspects of all 

the previously mentioned features are transfer component lifetime and transferring accuracy. 

The quality of pressing has also effects on transfer feeding and gripping reliability. 

Sometimes customer has a demand of different punching directions in the same product, 

which means that transfer system must turn the piece upside down between the stages. 

Transferred part weight will determine the material and geometries of grippers and arms of 

transfer system. Part weight will also determine the ultimate speed of feeding. (Die Cad 

Group, 2016) 

 

Pressing tool will sometimes have material related issues such as vibrations and deformation 

due to friction after long run of pressing production. This will determine the transfer path 

compensation features in the system. This will be implemented by certain sensors and 

control units, which must be considered in the designing phase. Pressing tool design and part 

orientation together will define the principal of transferring, two-axial or three-axial. If the 
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tool design allows the use of two-axial transferring, the total of travelling distance will be 

reduced and productivity increased.  

(Die Cad Group, 2016) 

 

The scrap and waste clearing must be brought away from tool die after every punch. This 

means that transfer system design must be aware of the principal of clearing. (Die Cad 

Group, 2016) 

 

According to experience of company’s designers, some difficulties may occur if the 

manufactured particle deflects during the pressing process due to its own mass. This issue 

needs special attention from designers. The accuracy of transferring operations must be high 

to avoid interruptions in production. Because of the high deflection of part, the proper 

positioning in the tool may not be ensured. If the sensors don’t notice incorrect positioning, 

serious quality issues may be occurred in the product or in worst case scenario the tool or 

machine can be harmed.  
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4 MACHINE INVESTMENTS IN SHEET METAL PRESS INDUSTRY 

 

 

In sheet metal industry, usually the investments are made considering the new machine or 

equipment acquisition and renewing old machines or equipment. The aim of investments is 

to increase capacity, to reduce costs, to reach standards or directives, to get market position 

in new market sector or to maintain position in current market sector. Investments may have 

requirement for return, which depends on classification of investment. Requirement of return 

can be a determined rate or determined time to return the investment in a case of methods 

based on payback time. Investments will be classified by the nature and type of investment 

depending on the endeavour on production or business. In addition to required rate of return, 

the profitability and reasonability of investments can be evaluated directly or indirectly. To 

support evaluation of direct profitability, there are different calculation methods to be 

utilized. The investment calculation methods are not the only ones to be used when 

evaluating profitability due to indirect effects and utilities. In some cases, return rate of 

investment can be low, while indirect utilities can raise or lower the profitability elsewhere 

in production. The indirect effects are difficult to calculate by existing investment formulas. 

For example, new machine investment for new product may decrease sales in already 

existing product, which will possibly make the total profitability of business non-profitable. 

In the other hand, efficiency in production reached by profitable investment, may lead to 

new sales in different department. For example, efficient punching tool test drive could 

reduce costs of tooling price, and therefore effects on wins in sales of tool manufacturing.  

 

Typically, investments have long term effects in production, sales and company’s economy. 

Investments should be in line with strategic decisions of company, and the effects may be 

seen after several years. Investments may also define further investments by limiting the 

possibilities to utilize certain options in the future. In the other hand, a new investment may 

generate new additional investment possibilities. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016; Koski, 2017) 

 

There exist risks when considering investments. While the investments are long-term, there 

are some uncertainties. The risks are often caused by wrong assumptions of return of 

investment, wrong methods used to calculate profitability, world’s economy trends and 

political issues. The risks must be studied when making decisions considering the 
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investment. To compensate risks and profit, the requirements of return will be set in different 

risk states. The bigger the risks are, the bigger required rate of return will be. (Ikäheimo, et 

al., 2016) Figure 14 illustrates the relation between risk level, return and required rate of 

return. When the risks of investments are high, required rate of return will be high as well.  

 

 

Figure 14. Relation of risks and required rate of returned described as graph. 

 

4.1 Classifications of investments 

In general, investments can be classified in different classes depending on the urgency of 

investment. The urgency of investment will be defined by the driver and reason of investing. 

Depending on driver and reason, the required rate of return will be defined. The less urgent 

investment will be, the bigger rate of return will be required. The driving factors to classify 

investments are laws and directions, ensuring market position, maintaining or renewing 

machines and equipment, reducing costs, increasing profit, and taking position of new 

market sector. (Jadelcons Oy, 2019; Ikäheimo, et al., 2016; Koski, 2017) The guideline 

values for required rates of return are presented in the table 4. Different investment 

classifications are sorted by urgency. The required rate of return will be described as 

directional percentage values.  
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Table 4. Order of importance of manufacturing business investment classifications and 

guideline values of required rate of return. (Jadelcons Oy, 2019; Koski, 2017; Ikäheimo, et 

al., 2016) 

Order of 

importance 

Description of investment Required rate 

of return 

1. Investment due to law or direction No requirement 

2. Investment ensuring market position 6 – 8 % 

3. Maintaining or renewing of machines and equipment 10 – 12 % 

4. Reducing costs by investment 12 – 15 % 

5. Increasing profit by investment 15 – 20 % 

6. Taking position of new market sector by investment + 30 % 

 

The investments implemented due to law and direction will not have requirements for return 

rate because they may be mandatory to do if the business will be extended. Otherwise in the 

other investments return rate must always be higher than costs of investments. The machine 

or equipment investments may not be confused with capital investments which are 

increasing their long-term value by time with interest rate. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016; Koski, 

2017) 

 

Ensuring market position by investments are made to respond the raised demand or to adapt 

on the new type of demands. The driver for renewing and maintaining of machines and 

equipment is to remain the production on the same required level than previously by 

replacing or fixing old worn machines. Reducing costs by investment are typically made for 

example to replace workers with automatized machines which will reduce labour costs. The 

aim of this investment type is to improve cost structure by reducing costs. In the opposite, 

there are investments to increase profitability and productivity. These investments are made 

for grown demand to enlarge capacity for example by new machines and workforce. When 

reaching stable position in new market sector by investing, the risk is high. Therefore, the 

required rate of return must be over 30 % to ensure the certainty of successful investment. 

(Koski, 2017) 
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Investments can also be classified to strategic and operative investments, or tangible and 

intangible investments. Strategic investments will be affected on company’s procedure and 

business principal changes, while operative investments are focusing on efficiency of 

operations in production. Tangible investments may be directed for example to machines or 

properties while intangible investments are directed in IT-programs and systems, researches 

or patents. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016) 

 

4.2 Investment calculation methods 

For investigating the profitability and reasonability of investment, different investment 

calculation methods will be used. Normally, the investigation will be done using at least two 

different methods to observe profitability from different aspects. The most common 

calculation methods are payback method, accounting rate of return, internal rate of return, 

net present value method and annuity method. The calculation methods are utilized to 

support decision making for investments. The basic values of investment depend on chosen 

investment calculation methods. The basic parameters for calculations are listed by Ikäheimo 

and partners (2016): 

• Cost of investment 

• Net working capital 

• Annual cash flow after investment 

• Holding period of investment 

• Remaining value of investment after holding period 

• Rate of interest 

• Uncertainty related to cashflow after investment 

 

By net working capital is meant all the tied capital which will be caused by investing. In case 

of machine investment, the capital will be tied to new raw material, buffers, growth trade 

receivable from growth sales, changes in cashflow and debts. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016) 

 

Annual cashflow will be changed after investment. The evaluation of increased cashflow is 

needed when investigating profitability of investment. The cashflow will be evaluated during 

the holding period. Positive cashflow can be affected by savings in costs or growing sales. 

Negative effects can be caused by raised labour costs, raw material costs, maintenance costs, 

quality costs and logistic costs. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016) 
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Investments have always a holding period, which can be considered as lifetime or usage time 

of investment. Although the holding period is technical lifetime, real physical lifetime of 

investment may be much longer. Holding period will be the time that company sees the 

investment to be useful in production. The machine, equipment or technique may be expired 

in world of technology or they may be useless after time due to wear or damage, and so on 

the effective time of use will be determined. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016) 

 

In accounting, depreciation times will be defined the same as holding period. The approved 

depreciation times and maximum annual depreciation rates will be determined by company 

and Tax Administration. In the table 5, some typical depreciation times and maximum 

depreciation rates for machines and equipment, buildings and constructions, IT-programs 

and licenses, and patents and copyrights are presented. These specific values are collected 

because of their possible relations to this research.  

 

Table 5. Typical accounting depreciation times and maximum annual depreciation rates for 

investment. (BDO Oy, 2019) 

Description of investment Typical accounting 

depreciation time 

Maximum annual 

depreciation rate 

Machines, technical equipment 4 – 6 years 25 % 

Industry buildings and constructions 10 – 20 years 7 % 

IT-programs and licenses 3 – 5 years 10 % 

Patents and copyrights 5 – 8 years 10 % 

 

Remaining value of investment is defined as the value which the investment has after holding 

period. Usually investment’s remaining value is regarded valueless due to its difficultness 

of evaluation. Remaining value may also be negative if the storing, disposal or recycling 

costs will be caused. (Koski, 2017) 

 

During the years of holding period, value of cashflow will be decreased comparing it to 

present value. This means that the value of future cashflow must be considered when 

planning and calculating investment. Current value of cashflow must be comparable to 

further years cashflow value. Rate of interest will be taken account in certain investment 

calculation methods by discounting rates. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016) 
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4.2.1 Net present value method 

One of the methods for evaluating profitability of investment is net present value method. In 

NPV method, incoming cashflow due to investment will be discounted by rate selected from 

discount factor table. The investment will be profitable, if cumulative net profit is bigger 

than the initial investment costs after discounting.  

 

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = −𝐶0 +
𝐶1

1+𝑖
+

𝐶2

(1+𝑖)2 +. . . . . +
𝐶𝑛

(1+𝑖)𝑛 = −𝐶0 + ∑
𝐶𝑡

(1+𝑖)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1   (1) 

 

where 

NPV net present value 

C0 initial investment cost 

C1 cashflow after first year 

C2 cashflow after second year 

Cn cashflow after n year 

i required rate of return 

n number of years of holding 

 

Net present value is the most common investment profitability method. The advantage of 

this method is simple outlook of whether investment is adding value or not, and how much. 

The disadvantages will be seen when comparing different sized investments. The method 

doesn’t take account limits in availability of financing. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016) 

 

4.2.2 Annuity method 

In annuity method, the focus is on annual profit comparison with annual depreciations. The 

investment costs will be divided by holding period, which will show the annual depreciation 

for investment. If the annual profit of investment will be higher than annuity, the investment 

will be considered profitable. Annuity can be gathered from annuity table by knowing 

imputed rate of interest and holding period. (Manninen & Suomala, 2011) 

 

𝐴𝑡 =
𝑖(1+𝑖)𝑛

(1+𝑖)𝑛−1
   (2) 

where 

At annuity 
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i imputed rate of interest 

n number of years of holding 

 

The annuity can be calculated without an annuity table as well. The formula above needs 

values for imputed rate of interest and holding period to get annuity.  

 

4.2.3 Internal rate of return 

Internal rate of return, IRR, will be used for evaluation of financing costs which could be 

profitable. IRR shows the rate for profit of invested capital.  

 

−𝐶0 + ∑
𝐶𝑡

(1+𝐼𝑅𝑅)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1 = 0   (3) 

 

where 

IRR internal rate of return 

C0 initial investment cost 

Ct annual cashflow 

n number of years of holding 

 

4.2.4 Accounting rate of return 

The method for accounting rate of return, ARR, will describe the amount of return for tied 

capital budget. When calculating ARR, average return during holding period will be divided 

by investment costs. If the accounting rate of return will reach the requirements, investment 

will be profitable.  

 

𝐴𝑅𝑅 =  
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
  (4) 

 

As the formula will show, the advantage of this method is simple calculation. Still, the 

disadvantage is that it will not take account the time value of cashflow during holding time. 

(Ikäheimo, et al., 2016) 
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4.2.5 Payback period method 

One of the most common methods to use for calculating profitability of investment is 

payback period method. In payback period method, the number of years that will take for 

paying the investment costs back by increasing annual cashflow will be calculated. The less 

years payback will take, the more profitable investment is. The company can define the 

maximum number of years for investment to reach the costs, and otherwise to be unprofitable 

investment.  

 

𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = −𝐶0 +
𝐶1

1+𝑖
+

𝐶2

(1+𝑖)2
+. . . . . +

𝐶𝑛

(1+𝑖)𝑛
= −𝐶0 + ∑

𝐶𝑡

(1+𝑖)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1 = 0 (5) 

 

where 

C0 initial investment cost 

C1 cashflow after first year 

C2 cashflow after second year 

Cn cashflow after n year 

Ct cashflow total during holding years 

i required rate of return 

n number of years of holding 

 

Payback evaluation is a simple method to use. The advantage is that the payback years can 

be seen easily, in case of the long-term profit is insecure. The requirement of payback years 

is commonly three years. If payback takes longer, the investing may be a risk. The payback 

method can include discount factor in evaluation, which adds a viewpoint for requirement 

of profitability. The disadvantage of the method is that it will not take account the cashflow 

caused after payback time. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016) 

 

All the investment calculation methods have their advantages and disadvantages. Usually at 

least two of these methods will be applied, when evaluating investment’s profitability. 

According to Ikäheimo et al. (2016), all the investing calculation methods have advantages 

and disadvantages, and they can be applied in different applications. The advantages and 

disadvantages will be summarised in the table 6. Comparison is presented between net 

present value, internal rate of return, accounting rate of return and payback method. The 
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table evaluates calculation complexity, considerations in cashflow, considerations in present 

value and unit of calculation.  

 

Table 6. Comparison of different investment calculating methods. (Ikäheimo, et al., 2016) 

Method Calculation Cashflow Present value Unit 

Net present 

value 

Complex Considering everything Considering Currency 

Internal rate 

of return 

Complex Considering everything Considering Percentage 

Accounting 

rate of return 

Simple Considering everything Not 

considering 

Percentage 

Payback 

period 

Simple Emphasizes near future Not 

considering 

Years 

 

Annuity method is not included in the table due to its common additional utilization along 

with at least one of the four previously presented calculating methods. Normally, annuity 

method will not be used alone for evaluation of investments’ profitability.  

 

4.3 Investments in the company 

The target company has its own policy and model for investments. To evaluate profitability 

of investments, company has quantitative and qualitative models for analysing. The focus is 

always on qualitative analyses when evaluating investments, and quantitative analyses are 

there to support decision making.  

 

In the company, investments will be classified in four different categories: 

• Mandatory investments due to law, direction, environment and production 

standards. 

• Replacement investments to replace old machine for new one. 

• Capacity adding investments to enlarge capacity of production by investing for 

new production equipment. 

• Productivity adding investments to increase productivity by savings or improving 

efficiency in production. 
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The final decision of investments is usually made based on qualitative analyses. The 

qualitative analyses will be produced to justify the necessity of investment. Justifications 

may be based for example on new upcoming markets or technologies of which future sales 

will be difficult to prove in numbers by quantitative analyses. Also, if the profit will be 

indirect, but difficult to include in calculation model, it will be analysed qualitatively. For 

example, if the productivity adding investment effects on increased sales by lower product 

prices, the qualitative analysis is needed to justify investment.  

 

From quantitative methods, company uses payback method as a major analysis. Sometimes 

net present value is used for ensuring the profitability in addition to payback method. For 

payback method, usually maximum number of payback years is four years. For productivity 

adding investments, the maximum number of years is two years. In the used payback 

method, annually increased value of currency will be taken account by discounting the 

cashflow with determined discount rate. The payback time will be calculated from incoming 

cashflow of potential new product sales or other incoming profit, fixed and variable costs, 

investing costs, amounts of annual depreciations and different interest rates. Variable costs 

consist of raw materials, subcontracting, logistics and short-term workforce. Fixed costs 

consist of new regular workers and facilities. Used interest rates are financial interest paid 

for liabilities or bank loans and discounting rate for valuing the annual currency changes. 

Also, payment conditions for purchasing, sales and inventory turnover are taken account. 

According to company, the advantage of using payback calculations as a major quantitative 

method for investments is the simplicity, quickness and clarity. It is the most informative 

way in the company to present the profitability of investment to company’s board of 

directors. 
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5 PRESENT STATE OF SERVO PRESS TOOL TRIALLING 

 

 

Newly produced tools’ testing in servo press is taking a significant share of production 

capacity in the time of bringing new products to production. In the company, New Product 

Introduction -process is utilized to introduce new products systematically. The purpose of 

the NPI-process is to respond to demands of customer and to achieve the needed quality for 

new product. In the process, it is important to take part to customers’ product development 

and design process to find the optimal quality and manufacturability. The changes in 

products and tools will be made in early stage of the NPI-process. Roughly, the stages of 

company’s NPI-process are product establishing stage, tool design, tool manufacturing stage 

and new product introduction to production stage. In this research, the tool design and tool 

manufacturing stage are important to identify due to its test drive and modification phases. 

Figure 15 illustrates roughly the tool design and manufacturing stage inside the company’s 

NPI-process. The stage starts with tool order and ends when the tool is approved.  

 

 

Figure 15. Rough chart description of tool design and manufacturing stage inside the 

company’s NPI-process. 

 

NPI-processes’ tool design and manufacturing stage often take from several weeks to months 

to be finished after pre-arrangements are made. This is a result from time taking new tool 
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set-ups and fittings, programming, measuring and controlling quality of new products. While 

the process is taking time and resources, it is loading capacity instead of regular production 

as well. In the worst-case scenario, press machines can have breakdowns and extra 

maintenance breaks due to test driving. These can be measured as costs and resources waste 

in production, designing, quality controlling, tool building and subcontracting new 

components. In this research, wasted time and changed costs will be measured with set-up 

time, production deadtime, tool modification and spent resource data collection based on 

history database of company’s ERP system. In this research, the expected imaginary amount 

of annually produced transfer tools for servo press is four pieces.  

 

5.1 Test drives and trials in NPI-process 

In the company, test drives will be made during NPI-process, tool modifications or quality 

controlling issues. Normally, test driving of product is done with the machine that is not busy 

that time. It is also possible to arrange a slot from production schedule to do test driving for 

tools and products. When test driving tools and products with transfer systems, the only 

option to do that is inside servo press with transfer system. At this point, the company has 

only one press with transfer-controlled conveying, which means that test drives are loading 

the capacity of scheduled production. Transfer system is new technology in the company 

and so on the experience of the employers for the system is not wide. Lack of experience 

and low frequency of new tool set-ups are the reasons why high utilization of resources is 

needed. Another viewpoint for experience is that variety of different tool designs is high, 

and every single designed tool is different between each other. Experience will be gained 

from every new tool, but new problems will be occurred occasionally.  

 

After the first revision of press tool is manufactured and the productization has reached the 

planned steps, the test drives and transfer trials may begin. The machine set-ups and 

programming are the first steps of test drives. The manufactured pieces will be measured, 

and quality of products will be checked while the proper working of tool will be inspected. 

The following steps are improving quality of product, and having needed modifications for 

tool, program and transfer equipment.  
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5.2 Set-up time, deadtime and re-manufacturing resources data collection 

The policy of the company is that every work stage must be recorded into ERP system. The 

recorded details are responsible person of action, work phase identification, consumed time 

and additional details if needed. Time stamp of action will be made automatically. This 

feature of production policy and ERP system enables easy tracking and collection of 

production data. In the ERP system, production set-up is regarded as own stage separated 

from production stages, which helps to recognize the total time consumed for new tool’s 

installation.  During NPI-process, there will be data separated from production process data. 

As the transfer technology is quite a new for the company, collection of newly made or re-

designed transfer press tools is slight. So, the available data of transfer tool set-up times is 

limited. Nevertheless, some data of transfer tools can provide enough information for 

calculating profitability of investments. 

 

Trialling of transfer tools in the servo press is affecting on long term utilization rate of 

machine when referring to production. Lower actual rate proportioned to nominal rate is a 

part of consequences from tool testing. Also, problems with quality control, sensors’ and 

other actuators’ designs are the minor reasons for that. It is difficult to separate those problem 

sources from each other due to available data which is challenging to read.  

 

Working in servo press is done by operators. Normally, there is one operator in a shift doing 

set-ups, process controlling, quality controlling and storing of finished pieces. Machine 

operating is done regularly in two shifts, but when expanding of capacity is needed, three-

shift circulation will start.  

 

The results of set-up time and deadtime data collection will be presented in table 7. The data 

was gathered from four different previously manufactured transfer tools. The test driving 

and re-manufacturing data of transfer tools was separated from the standard tool 

manufacturing times. As a result, the manufacturing and test-driving times, which were 

loading regular production capacity, were surveyed. In the table 7 is presented extra test 

drive hours due to transfer testing by tool separated from regular trialling times without 

transfer equipment. Also, the repairing and re-manufacturing times of tool due to 

interferences and tool breaks are presented. Time for extra test-driving can be considered as 

deadtime in production. Set-up times of tested tool and tools in production will be included. 
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Time for repairing after test drives can be considered as loss of resources in tool maintenance 

department. These values can be used later in investment calculations to evaluate annual 

savings in costs and to justify investing decision. The values presented in the table are only 

directional and roughly related to real values of tool trialling during company’s NPI-process.  

 

Table 7. Production deadtime and tool repairing resource loss data due to present test-

driving process. 

Tool ID 
Time for extra 

test-driving (h) 

Time for repairing 

after test drives (h) 
Total (h) 

Tool 1 10 8 18 

Tool 2 12 10 22 

Tool 3 7 2 9 

Tool 4 9 6 15 

Total 
  

64 

 

As the results show, extra time for test drives vary by the nature of pressing tool. Tools from 

number one to number four are tailor-made for certain product. The tool can be designed 

either for one product only, or several different products with press tool modules. For smaller 

and simpler products, tools may have less resource waste than bigger tools. The resource 

waste cannot be compared between presented tools due to their variance in design. The 

observations that can be made from the table 7 are that resource waste due to problems in 

servo press tool test drives are significant. The potential of productivity improvement can be 

notable, if the benefits of transfer trial station will be maximized.  

 

Due to interferences and breaks of tool components in test-drive operations, there will be 

caused extra component purchasing costs. The extra costs of transfer tool components will 

vary between tools depending on their composition and test drive failure cases. Still, the 

gathered data of previous transfer tools’ costs by replaced components will represent the 

average of total extra costs looking forward to investment calculations. Table 8 will present 

imaginary values related to the real gathered data of extra purchasing costs due to test-driving 

failures. The total of costs will be presented in currency which will be integrated straight-
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forward to investment calculations. Gathering of data will be presented for four different 

previously produced imaginary tools.  

 

Table 8. Extra purchasing costs due to tool breaks in test-driving process by tool. 

Tool ID 
Purchasing costs due to test-

drive transfer tool breaks (€) 

Tool 1 900 

Tool 2 1 500 

Tool 3 400 

Tool 4 500 

Total 3 300 

 

The results of table 8, can be interpreted in the same way than results in table 7. The variety 

of tool component break costs is highly depending on composition of transfer tools. The 

more complex product is, the more sensitive tool may be for breaks. One viewpoint for 

sensitivity is used transfer technology and irregularly used actuators. Due to newness of 

transfer technology in the company, the wide experience in transfer tool design might not be 

gained. Also, accurate tolerances and tight gaps inside the tool and product can cause more 

tool equipment breaks in test driving phase. According to results, avoiding of tool component 

breaks can save approximately 2 – 6 % off the company’s tool sales price.  

 

5.3 Relation between tool pricing and test driving 

Test driving will reserve capacity in production, will require re-designing operations and 

will spend resources in tool modifications. This mean raised costs for the tool manufacturing 

and product productization process. Usually, all these costs will be included somehow in the 

pricing of tools and products, which goes finally payable to the customer. When the prices 

of tools raise higher than competitive suppliers, the sales will be lost. This could be an 

indirect drawback for the company when the productization will be made the previously 

described way in this research’s problem set. It is difficult to evaluate lost and won sales due 

to pricing because the quotations of competitive tool manufacturers are not publicly 

available information. When the customer demands a sheet metal product to be done by 

punching presses, specific tool must be designed. The tool manufacturer will be also under 
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competitive bidding by customer separate from products’ request for quotation. The only 

party which can get on the all pricing information by competitive companies is customer. In 

the company, the only way to evaluate the effect of lower pricing is to gather data of previous 

and upcoming tool manufacturing sales and orders and comparing them. The lost sales in 

tool manufacturing will be probably explained by higher tool prices than competitors’ prices. 

Simply evaluating, the lower the costs of manufacturing and so on the pricing, the higher the 

sales will be. Naturally, the pricing is only one factor when selecting manufacturer along 

with for example reliability of delivery, delivery time and quality, but it is one of the major 

factors.  

 

5.4 Present transfer solution in company 

The current transfer solution in the company enables quick conveying for the piece from 

stage to stage. The transfer station has a great variety of grippers, which allows the part to 

have complex shapes. The gripper selection depends on the manufactured product, and the 

proper gripper will be selected from the equipment storage. If the shape is not common or 

the shape is new to production, there is possibility to design and manufacture grippers 

according to demand in the company’s own design and tool departments. The transferring 

principal in the station is usually tri-axial, but there is an option to use two-axial principal. 

Some innovations have been made to the equipment, such as revolving grippers, when the 

customer has demanded change of punching direction for different holes. Most of the sensors 

used are either optical or mechanical. Mechanical sensors are spring functioned to observe 

proper gripping between fingers and product. Optical sensors are either for the same purpose 

as mechanical or for positioning of the transfer arms.  
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6 PRE-DESIGN OF TRANSFER TRIAL STATION 

 

 

Before evaluating profitability of the investment, first initial estimation of investment costs 

will be needed. In the case of transfer tool trial station for servo press, the pre-design must 

be made before investing calculations and evaluations. The target in the pre-design phase is 

to survey the cost of investment by planning the structure and major components. After the 

pre-design for transfer tool trial station is made, the investment cost evaluation will be simply 

made according to quotations from component suppliers and estimation for company’s 

internal manufacturing times and costs. In this research, design phase of trial station is 

described to be simple, straight-forward designing process. The use of standard components 

in the structure and functional parts will be under scope. Requirements for trial station set 

by company are listed below: 

• Simple and straight-forward design 

• Manual or hydraulic drive of the trial station 

• Sensors may be applied for positioning 

• Movable station 

• Use of standard components as often as possible 

• Low-weight solution, aluminium structure 

• Three-dimensional movement 

• Dimensions of trial station must be considered to enable testing of all existing sized 

tools 

 

The trial station will be pre-designed inside these limitations. Most of standard component 

suppliers will be the contracted partners of the company. Some solutions may require other 

suppliers outside of company’s partner lists.  

 

6.1 Function principals 

The options for function principals when producing transfer motion simulation, are single 

axis movement, two-dimensional planar movement, two-dimensional vertical plus 

horizontal movement and three-dimensional movement. The selection of principal depends 

on the objective of the trialling station usage. In this research, the objective of trial station 

usage is to find out possible interferences and positioning of transfer gripping systems. 
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Therefore, the most useful solution will be two-dimensional planar movement with ability 

to adjust height. In this principal, x- and y-axial interferences and positioning will be 

detected. There will be also a need for z-axial adjustment due to different heights of tool 

dies. This will be implemented with simple and low-cost solution without linear conductors. 

The selected principal of transfer movement is presented in figure 16. The movement will 

happen two-axially in x- and y-direction. In transfer’s closing phase, where the grippers 

attach the work piece, will be implemented with the x-arms travelling to towards each other. 

The system has two parallel transfer arms.  

 

 

Figure 16. Available motions in pre-designed transfer station 

 

In the limits of simple and straight-forward process, the options for cost-efficient linear 

conductors are ball and roll conductors. Because of slow motions of transfer station, and 

accurate movability of transfer arms, the conductor is preferred having more sliding friction 

on transfer surface. Also, motion in linear conductors with tight mounting will only be linear. 

Therefore, the roll bearings in linear conductor will be better solutions comparing to ball 

bearings. The options for fastening and support of linear conductor to profile are one- or 

two-pointed support. In the case of one-pointed support, the dimensioning will not be that 

accurate, and the total quantity of parts will be higher. The fewer amount of parts, especially 

in linear conductor’s assembly, will cause significant savings in manufacturing and assembly 

costs. In the other hand, the mountings in standard one-pointed conductors will be far apart 

comparing to two-pointed when considering solutions of company’s suppliers. Two-pointed 

conductor will require more accurate dimensioning and component selection due to 
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aluminium profile limitations such as standard profile grooves’ distances. Torque directed 

to fastening parts due to load of transfer arms would be reduced by using two linear 

conductors side by side. In the other hand, using of one slide on one support point instead of 

two, will reduce costs in design and components. Using two slides side by side, might need 

additional design for non-standard attachment plates for fitting. The maximum load for slides 

needs to be evaluated and engineered to endure structure composition. Along with durability 

and practicality, the scope in slide and rail selection is on standard fitting on aluminium 

profile system. The advantage of using already fitting dimensions between conductors and 

profiles will be reduced number of parts and special designed mounting plates.  

 

6.2 Size, geometries and properties 

The shapes, sizes and geometries of the transfer station will be determined by minimum and 

maximum sizes of press tool dies, properties of standard components, practicality and 

ergonomics of the station. The weight, length and fastening points of transfer tool 

attachments will define the geometries as well. If there is a need for special equipment or 

actuators, they may possibly define the dimensions as well. In progressive tool dies, the 

manufacturing stages and distances between them are determinative factors when 

dimensioning linear rail and profile lengths. The height of station and arms will be defined 

by the tool heights and standard tool bench heights. The problem when considering vertical 

dimensions of station is variation in different tool sizes. One solution for this, is adjusting 

system for station elevation. Required major dimensions for trial station will be presented in 

the table 9. Inner spacing will be based on required stroke lengths of linear conductor pairs 

and dimensions of existing tools with allowance for future tool sizes. The stroke lengths will 

be measured by the reach of grippers and to avoid interferences. The transfer arms will need 

mountings for standardized attachment which effect on dimensions in x-axial transfer arm. 

Y-axial stroke length regards the possible additional depth of grippers and shafts, and the 

interference between oppositely facing x-arms. Table height will be calculated from the 

height of company’s standard tool bench and minimum and maximum tool height.  

 

Table 9. Major dimensions for transfer station. 

Specification Measure 

Station arms’ inner spacing 2 000 x 1 200 

Stroke length x-axial 600 mm 
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Table 9. continues. Major dimensions for transfer station 

Specification Measure 

Stroke length y-axial 400 mm 

Spacing for standard mounting taps 530 mm 

Table height 100 - 120 mm 

Min. cross-section of profile beams 45 x 90 mm 

 

The cross-section of profiles in the table 9 will be determined by standards of company’s 

regular suppliers, required strength and dimensions of current transfer arms and equipment. 

The profile must be adaptable on transfer tool arms. Because of the lightness, demanded 

strength and simplicity of assembly and design, the material and design of beams will be 

standard aluminium profiles. The properties of aluminium will be acceptable, while the load 

of system will be low and mounting of each beam will be at least two-pointed from the heads. 

The system needs to be light-weighted due to its requirements for movability.  

 

In addition to light and compact design due to movability, the station is demanded to be 

connected from two separated symmetrical assemblies. The purpose of two-assembly design 

is saving of floor space in storage and easier installing of station around all size of tools. The 

assemblies will be attached with connector plate and connecting rod. Installing and 

dismantling will therefore be simple and quick operations to do.  

 

6.3 Demanded equipment and actuators 

In addition to movement of transfer arms, there will be demand for other functions related 

to practicality and efficiency of transfer station. The station in its entirety must be movable 

due to flexibility in tool trialling. As the pressing tool transferring ability will be tested 

outside the pressing machine, the trialling station must be elsewhere. Some of the pressing 

tools may be very heavily constructed, so the moving them away from the machine site will 

be difficult. That is the reason why it is more useful to have movable transfer station. The 

station is demanded to be movable around the laying tool. The movability of transfer station 

will determine the requirements to be light weight as well. The components such as wheels 

will be necessary for implementation of good movability.  
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The other considerable functions for trial station will be accurate placement adjustment with 

controller, position detecting with sensors and adjustable transfer arm height for different 

size of press tools. The ability to use accurate positioning and position detecting, eases the 

programming of transfer motions. If the proper coordinates will be gathered already during 

trialling process, the set-up time will be reduced due to existing measures. Table 10 will 

present the required functions and demanded major components for transfer station. The 

table sorts out principals of the functions for the proper components that are capable to 

execute the actions.  

 

Table 10. Required functions and demanded components to fulfil requirements. 

Required function Component(s) 

Linear movement for x-axis Linear conductor (x-axis length) 

Linear movement for y-axis Linear conductor (y-axis length) 

Adjustable transfer height Adjusting pole for z-axis 

Movable and flexible station Wheels on the bottom 

Accurate placement adjustment Rack and pinion for transfer motion 

Pre-measured parameters for programming Measuring and placement device 

Two-sided transfer motion Symmetrical station structure 

Compatible mountings for transfer tools Mounting taps with compression 

 

The system can be built in a way it is ready for later automatization. The spacing and 

connecting places for motors, transmission and other actuators can be designed in the station 

in case of future desire of automatic system implementation. Nevertheless, the current 

demand is for manual or hydraulic usage of trial station.  

 

Selection of linear components will be based on purpose, load, initial hole dimensioning for 

attaching and linear movement lengths. As the suppliers have different solutions for linear 

movement, such as ball and roll bearings and slide bearing on the low-friction surface, the 

comparison will be made. There are several different standard components for linear 

movements, and the selection will be made mostly by observing the proper models for slides 

and rails. The dimensions will be determined in a way that they will fit into aluminium 

profile system, and the load requirements will be appropriate. The estimated and required 

load will vary between 30 and 50 kilograms on one side. Due to the modular two-sided 
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design, the load scenarios will be affecting only to one side at time. The design has two 

support points for the slide to divide the load. Because of stiff structure between opposite y-

axial transfer arms, torque load on slides will be eliminated. The load scenario on z-axis will 

be different, because of one sided support point on transfer arm. The torque distance will be 

originated from profile width, slide and rail height and transfer tool dimensions. Figure 17 

will present the structure and supporting points of trial station’s transferring arms. Due to 

the structure and supports of the arms, A-points will not have torque load. Y-axial arms have 

fixed support from both heads. B-points will have z-axial vector load affected by y-arms and 

z-pillars. The load will be affected also from transfer tools, which does torque load around 

x-axis.  

 

 

Figure 17. Supporting points of transfer arms and linear conductors. 

 

The following figure 18 will present the load scenarios for x-axial linear conductors. The 

load will be calculated as the concentrated load, due to high variety of transfer tool 

dimensions. The biggest possible load will be investigated. The highest loads will be directed 

to linear conductor by torque over x-axis and normal force in the direction of z-axis.  
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Figure 18. Load scenarios for trial station’s linear conductors of x-movement. 

 

Slide shapes and conducting point geometries will affect on rail selection. The length of rails 

will be determined by existing transfer system in servo press. The target with the linear 

conductors’ dimensions is to match travelling distances with the transfer system.  

 

6.4 Component variations, initial bill of materials and sketching 

The transfer tool trial station will be consisting of different subassemblies. The 

subassemblies are made to separate assembly stages and to ease assembly operations. Figure 

19 presents a simple version of pre-designed assembly tree. The assembly will be designed 

in two major subassemblies due to different assembly methods of use. Subassembly 1 will 

consist of components executing transfer motions, while the purpose of subassembly 2 is to 

support and to enable movability of transfer station entity. The specific component selection 

will be made later in the designing process. The purpose of pre-design phase is to survey the 

rough investment costs for calculating the profitability of investment.  
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Figure 19. Simple assembly tree of pre-designed transfer trial station. 

 

The more detailed assembly tree of pre-designed trial station can be seen in appendix I. The 

subassemblies are divided into assembly stages from one to four, and the quantities will be 

determined. The final assembly will be made in the assembly stage number five. The 

assembly operations start from the first stage and proceed all the way until the fifth stage. 

Table 11 will present and name the assemblies of each stage and components based on figure 

19 and appendix I.  

 

Table 11. Assembly stages and quantities for pre-designed subassemblies and components. 

Subassembly 

ID 

Assembly 

stage 

Assembly name Quantity 

- 5 Final assembly 1 

1 4 Transfer arms assembly 1 

2 4 Feet and support gantry 1 

3 3 X-axial transfer arm 2 

4 3 Y-axial transfer arm 2 

5 3 Support profile beam assembly 8 

6 3 Wheel assembly 4 
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Table 11. continues. Assembly stages and quantities for pre-designed subassemblies and 

components. 

Subassembly 

ID 

Assembly 

stage 

Assembly name Quantity 

7 2 X profile beam assembly 1 

8 2 X linear conductor assembly 2 

9 2 Y profile beam assembly 1 

10 2 Y linear conductor assembly 2 

Component 1 Slide 4 

Component 1 Rail 4 

Component 1 Stopping plate 8 

Component 1 Angle bracket 16 

Component 1 End cap 12 

 

Slide and rail components are parts of linear conductor assemblies. Rails will have different 

measures between different axial movements. Because the stroke length of y-axis does not 

need to be as long as x-axial, the dimensions of rails will vary. The function of stopping plate 

is to block the movement of slide when the end of the rail will be faced. Every rail will have 

stopping plates in both ends. End caps will cover the ends of profiles, and angle brackets 

will connect the support beams in 90 degrees’ angles. Some attachment plates will be also 

needed, but at this point of designing, the cost estimations will be initial. Thus, the 

investment estimations will be accurate enough to survey the profitability concerning several 

attachment plates.  

 

6.5 Manufacturing and assembly cost estimation 

Some parts of the transfer trial station assembly will be manufactured with the company’s 

internal resources. These parts are custom attachment plates and stopping plates, which will 

not be available on standard part catalogues. At this point of design, it is difficult to evaluate 

the fitting of each parts’ suitability for fastening on each other. The manufacturing of custom 

parts will have load on the resources of company’s internal tooling department. The costs 

from manufacturing of demanded pieces will consist of fixed costs and variable costs. As 

fixed costs are considered costs of machines, labour and management. Material and other 

machining set-up costs will be considered as variable costs.  
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Resources spent for assembling the trial station will take big share of total investment costs. 

Due to product’s one-time manufacturing, the assembly stages will be done manually aided 

by hand tools. Assembly costs will be determined by part quantities, part dimensions and 

complexity, assembly directions and assembly stance. The pricing of assembly will consist 

of spent hours and assembly costs per hour. In the pre-design phase when the accurate 

amount of parts is not surveyed, it is difficult to evaluate assembly time for product. In this 

case, the pre-design phase will not take part into quantity of different fastener parts, which 

are the most significant amount of parts’ total. Nevertheless, based on experience in the 

previous similar type of products produced by the company, it can be said that the total 

amount of fastener parts in aluminium profile assemblies will be approximately 70 % of 

parts.  

 

Manufactured parts will be designed in a way that they will be easily cut by EDM wire 

cutting machine. In the company, EDM is effective method to machine and cut the 

manufacturable metal parts. According to company’s pricing model for EDM machined 

parts, simple and accurate evaluation of machining costs can be calculated. The needed 

parameters will be set-up time per piece, perimeter of cutting, thickness of part, factor of 

effectiveness and machining price per hour.  

 

6.6 Solutions for pre-designed trial station 

After the pre-design phase for transfer trial station was accomplished, the variations in 

different solutions were hydraulic and manual z-axial controlling. The biggest concerns were 

around the price and simplicity of design and assembly. Also, the maintainability and 

accuracy of controlling were under the survey. In the pre-design phase, in which the 

approximate investment cost was the main target to reach, the manual and hydraulic actions 

will make significant difference between costs. The result for this complicated situation was 

to evaluate prices for both scenarios, and request quotes for all existing components in 

designs. The raw version of transfer trial station can be seen in appendix II. The solution is 

simple, and it will have an ability for height adjustments. The principal and rough outfit of 

transfer arms can be seen from the appendix. In table 12, the collected comparison of costs 

between manual and hydraulic design can be seen. The biggest difference between costs are 

in component costs, where the hydraulic components will raise costs for 40 percentages. 

Manufacturing costs were remaining almost the same, as there were only a few self-made 
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attachment plates to add. Also, some holes and special arrangements were needed in the 

design due to hydraulics. Assembly costs were raised due to assembly and fitting of 

hydraulic components and controlling devices.  

 

Table 12. Cost comparison of manual and hydraulic design. 

Solution Components Manufacturing Assembly Total 

Manual + 0 % + 0 % + 0 % + 0 % 

Hydraulic + 40 % + 5 % + 30 % + 34 % 

 

From x-axial and y-axial movement, the trail station was designed to be manual. This 

decision was made because of the investment costs and slight added value of it. Still the 

solution for hydraulic adjustment for z-axis was remained in the consideration due to its 

practicality of trial station usage.  

 

The most valuable components in the design were sensors, linear slides and rails, aluminium 

special profiles, special attachment plates and hydraulic components. These component 

groups formed approximately 90 % of total price. The rest of components were composing 

the largest number of components while being the cheapest group of components. Figure 20 

presents the pre-designed version of transfer trial station. The modelling was made with PTC 

Creo Parametric CAD-program. According to the presented model, the BOM was made and 

the quotes off the designed components was requested. The self-manufacturable components 

were designed in advance inside the limitation of machines.  
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Figure 20. Pre-designed hydraulic transfer trial station. 

 

Different solutions for measuring accurate position of transfer arms were investigated. The 

options in this case, were simple mechanical measuring scale and digital position reader 

working with magnetic band. The difference in prices is significant. Still, the digital reader 

will be way more accurate, as the required accuracy is 0.1 millimetres. The position sensor 

will be necessary to speed up tool set-up process, by measuring actual stroke lengths in 

advance. Figure 21 will present one commercial solution for accurate position measuring. 

The principal is based on optical sensor and magnetic band. Sensor will read the placement 

from distance of magnetic band. Magnetic band will be attached on aluminium profiles. The 

reader will be placed on moving arms by designed attachment plate.  
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Figure 21. Example of chosen position sensor in the pre-design of transfer trial station. 

(FIAMA, 2019) 

 

Adding of sensors might be cause some re-design for the final version. Possible changes will 

be made in aluminium profiles, linear conductor rails and slides. Some extra attaching plates 

might be designed for fastening of sensor, reader and wire. The changes will depend on 

chosen device and especially on the shapes and dimensions of it. 
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7 PROFITABILITY OF INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 

 

 

After the pre-design of servo press transfer trial station is made, cost structure of investment 

will be clear. The cost structure will be the base for investment evaluation. In the pre-design 

phase of trial station, the costs for trial station components, manufacturing and assembly was 

evaluated. The investment model of company will be used for evaluation process. The 

process consists of investment calculations, profitability of investment analysis based on 

evaluation of investment costs, determination of investment parameters, payback method, 

other valuable benefits and survey of the investment risks.  

 

7.1 Model of investing 

According to company’s model of investment, the evaluation of investment’s profitability 

will be made by qualitative and quantitative analyses. In demanded qualitative analysis, the 

necessity of investment will be justified with qualitative factors that supports investing. In 

this case, the qualitative factors will be based on the need of productivity increase, resource 

savings and new sales growth in tool manufacturing business. Due to scarcity of available 

history data of transfer tool test driving, the qualitative grounds will be the major factor.  

 

Quantitative analyses in the investment model will be made by using payback method for 

transfer trial station. In the payback method of model, the maximum time will be determined, 

and the calculation of payback will be solving the profitability of investment. It is a simple 

method for evaluating the profitability of investment. Including into qualitative analyses, 

evaluation of risks will be made.  

 

Before the analyses, investment will be classified, and the initial values of model will be 

given for the classification. Also, the cost structure of investment will be sorted as accurately 

as possible to aim the costs to the proper cost classes. In this case, the cost classes are fixed 

costs, variable costs and capital costs.  

 

7.1.1 Cost structure of investment 

When calculating the profitability of investment, the cost of investment is the basis for the 

evaluation. The cost of investment will define the initial value to be paid back during 
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demanded years by the resultant cashflow or cost savings. The investment consists of 

components, manufacturing and assembly of transfer trial station. The evaluation of standard 

component costs will be originated from subcontractors’ quotes. The manufacturing costs 

will be based on specifications and geometries of self-made parts. They will be calculated 

with pricing model of company. Same goes for assembly costs, which will be evaluated 

according to previous experience of aluminium profile system assemblies in the company.  

 

7.1.2 Classifying investment of trial station 

The investment of servo press transfer trial station will be classified as a productivity adding 

investment. Therefore, the maximum period for payback is two years according to 

company’s policy. The investment will add productivity by improving efficiency of machine 

hours and saving costs in maintenance and repairing of tools. In addition, the tool sales are 

expected to increase due to lower tool manufacturing costs, and so on lower tool prices. This 

will be an indirect consequence and will therefore be supporting aspect for investing 

decision. Although, it can be considered as sales boosting investment, it is still a minor 

benefit for the investment. So, the major target of the investment will be productivity 

increase.  

 

7.1.3 Payback time of trial station 

Following the investment policy of the company, the major quantitative method for 

evaluating profitability of investment is payback method. Most of the initial values to use in 

payback calculation is determined in the company’s investment model. In the table 13 is 

listed all the initial values for calculating payback time for investment. The values are 

originated from company’s investment model, cost structure of transfer trial station and 

analyses of deadtime and re-manufacturing time and costs. Letter X in the table covers the 

real number due to confidentiality of information.  

 

Table 13. Initial values for payback calculations according to company’s policy. 

Parameter Value 

Investment cost XX 000 € 

Holding period 10 years 

Annual savings in production XX 000 € 
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Table 13. continues. Initial values for payback calculations according to company’s policy. 

Parameter Value 

Annual savings in components X 000 € 

Remaining value 0 € 

Financial interest rate X % 

Discounting rate X % 

 

These values will be next applied to payback time formula. The annual savings are assumed 

to remain the same during holding period.  

 

𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = −𝐶0 + ∑
𝐶𝑡

(1+𝑖)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1 = 0   (5) 

𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = −𝑋𝑋 𝑋𝑋𝑋 + ∑
𝐶𝑡

(1+0,05)𝑡
10
𝑡=1 = 0  

 

C0 Total investment cost 

Ct Annual savings in production and components 

n Holding period 

i Discounting rate used by company 

 

The payback time investment calculations for trials station concludes that investment is 

profitable enough to fulfil criteria of productivity increasing investments.  

 

7.2 Risks of investment 

The cost of investment is relatively small concerning the revenue and budget of company. 

Because of small amount of investing, the risks will not be high in any scenario. Normally, 

the risk evaluation will be made carefully by comparing different scenarios. The scenarios 

may be related for example odds for getting new customers or growing order backlog. In 

this case, the only unsure and difficultly evaluated profit will be tool sales growth. 

Nevertheless, this is only a supportive factor in investment justification along with more 

important profits. In productivity increasing investments, the emphasis is in the quantitative 

calculations. Concluding these aspects, the risk of investment is not significant factor 

according to company in this case.  
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7.3 Profitability and final decision of investment of trial station 

According to company’s investment model and payback method analysis, the quantitative 

result of the investment can be regarded profitable. The productivity increase due to 

investment will be clearly higher than the requirements state. The investment will pay back 

itself in under two years, which is company’s requirement for productivity increasing 

investments. In addition to quantitative factors, the qualitative factors will support 

investment decision. As qualitative factors, believe in new designed technology, simplicity 

of improved set-up process, satisfaction of press operators and potential to enlarge the trial 

station applications are other aspects to endorse the decision of investing. As a result of 

qualitative and quantitative investment factors, the investment has been approved by 

company’s investment decision makers.  
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8 FINAL DESIGN OF TRANSFER TRIAL STATION 

 

 

After the pre-design phase and successful investment decision, the finalization and finishing 

the transfer trial station design can be implemented. In the final design phase, the exact 

component selections, accurate tolerating and dimensioning, specific material selections and 

DFMA aspects will be defined. Every detail will be made to upcoming implementation 

phase.  The same principals of trial station features, which were introduced in pre-design 

phase, will be remained.  

 

8.1 Component selection 

In pre-design phase, all the different possible components were determined and summed in 

3D sketch of trial station. The amount of every fastening points was not finished due to 

necessity of design state for investment evaluation. Still, all the major components and their 

quantities, such as hydraulic, sensor, profile and linear system components will remain the 

same as in pre-design. In the final design, every single fastening and attachment component 

will be added to 3D model design.  The changes in component quantities were only changing 

things considering the components of the design. The only components which quantities 

were changed were fastening parts and plates, such as screws, bolts, nuts and self-

manufacturable plates. Bill of materials will be formed according to final design. BOM will 

consist of part names, part commercial names and codes, blanket dimensions and part 

quantities.  

 

8.2 Design for manufacturing and assembly 

Manufacturing of self-made trial station parts will need a design aspect to manufacturing 

processes. In the requirements for design, there was stated that design must be simple. So, 

the manufacturing processes for self-made parts must be possible to do with existing 

machines in the company. Also, DFMA aspects will be examined. Designed dimensions, 

geometries and materials need to be possible to do in the limits of machine and process 

specifications.   
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Due to trial station’s one-time assembly, the design for assembly aspects concerning mass 

production design will not be applied. The major aspect considering this, is the ability to 

assemble avoiding difficult position and stance.  

 

If the production batch size was bigger than only one piece, reduction of the current huge 

quantity of fastener parts would be under investigation. As the DFMA aspects will be present 

in the component selection, the fastener parts will be chosen from standard parts. The variety 

of different dimensioned fastener parts will be reduced. The target is to use as much similar 

parts as possible for reducing final costs. Some fastenings will require specific dimensions 

due to suppliers’ specific designs for example in linear conductors’ holes.  

 

8.3 Optimizing geometries for usage 

To finalize the design, the usability of trial station must be taken account. Ergonomics, 

simple usage, error and failure avoiding, matching shapes with existing tools and benches 

will be the viewpoints for finishing design. Ergonomics will be considered by placing 

handles to useful places and heights. Also, the moving and adjusting of transfer arms will be 

light enough to be done by one person alone. Simplicity of usage should be taken account 

when the target is efficiency in operations. Interference detection and failure possibilities 

will be made with simple checks by CAD program simulation. PTC Creo CAD-program has 

an ability to attach sliding motion constraints into linear conductors and detect if an 

interference will happen.  

 

The proper dimensions of final design of transfer trial station will be ensured by measuring 

the stroke lengths of transfer arms and certain point distances’ symmetricity. It is important 

to make the measuring carefully, so that there will not be extra work during assembly phase 

when fixing components’ dimensions. The dimensions must be fitted into existing and 

upcoming tools and tool benches. Transfer arms’ is required to have enough space and large 

enough strokes in extreme positions around tools. The feet of trial station must be measured 

for tool bench. The benches have company’s standard dimensions, and they will not vary 

between each other. It is difficult to fix dimensions of feet afterwards, and that is the reason 

for careful inspection in final design phase.  
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9 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

 

 

For implementation of the transfer trial station, there need to be several preparations made 

beforehand. To order right components, to manufacture proper parts and to assemble station 

properly, instructions must be made. In implementation plan, 2D drawings, manufacturing 

and assembly instructions, usage instructions, placing and layout, standard documentation 

and component suppliers must be planned. The implementation of the transfer trial station 

must be able to be done correctly using the documented plan.  

 

9.1 Manufacturing processes 

Some parts of the design must be manufactured in company’s own tooling department. Due 

to this specific purpose of design, there doesn’t exist all the demanded parts for example 

attaching slides or sensors to aluminium profile systems. Also, due to determined dimensions 

of the trial station due to specific factory environment, some parts need to be tailor-made. 

For these kinds of parts, there are few manufacturing processes to be done in company. 

Planned processes are EDM wire cutting, EDM drilling and CNC machining. Accurate 2D 

drawings and CAM-files for machining must be produced. Manufacturing tolerances and 

materials need to be specified in the drawings. In company’s EDM wire cutting machine, 

suitable machining materials must be chosen. At the same time, material must fulfil the other 

requirements such as light weight and strength. However, due to simple and straight-forward 

design process, the material selection will be done inside the existing material set of the 

company. Because of this, the material costs and set-up times for tooling machines can be 

minimized.  

 

9.2 Component subcontractors and suppliers 

As the requirement for design process was simple and straight-forward process, parts were 

mostly gathered from standard components by subcontractors. The manufacturing world has 

lot of different potential and advanced profile systems targeted to aluminium profiles and 

linear movements for robotics. In general, transferring systems are utilizing these same 

systems and designs. This research’s transfer trial station principals use mostly the similar 

kind of components than company’s existing transferring systems. The subcontractors which 

produces components for aluminium systems, linear conductors and position sensors have 
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previously been used as suppliers for the company. These same suppliers will be used in this 

research as much as possible. In the pre-design phase, quotes were requested for designed 

part variations from the suppliers. In the final design phase, quotes will be requested for the 

final components of the trial station.  

 

Bill of materials didn’t change from the requested parts when comparing pre-design and 

final design. Only the amount of fastening and support components and dimensions of 

aluminium profiles were changed. The assembly tree and stages, appendix 1, which was 

presented in the pre-design section, will be the same in final design. Due to changes in 

component quantities, the costs will raise 8 % of the initial investment costs.  

 

9.3 Testing 

Final implementation of transfer trial station will be tested in the environment where it is 

finally planned to be placed. The placing will be near the servo press and its transfer and 

pressing tool storage. The place will be marked in the floor according to company’s Lean 

guidance. The distance between tested tools and trial station will be minimized in the layout, 

so that the effectiveness and needed space for operations will be reached. Also, safety of the 

trial station will be inspected during test phase.  

 

Testing conditions will be made by simulating real situation where the transfer tool 

movements will be trialled inside the press tool. The proper dimensions will be inspected to 

fit around tool storage benches. The steps of the trialling will be followed the standard 

instructions made for trial station. Transfer motions will be driven inside the tool, and the 

clamps will be tested. Depending on selection of certain transfer tools, pneumatic or 

hydraulic components will be installed for testing the clamping. The testing process will 

follow the next stages: 

1) Planning and scheduling the resources for testing event 

2) Ensuring the right location and safety space in the layout for the testing 

3) Installation of transfer trial station 

4) Attaching and fastening of transfer tools and actuator components into transferring 

arms 

5) Attaching trial station with press tool bench and setting the height with tool height 

6) Setting of the trial station arm start positions and perpendicularity with press tool 
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7) Setting, adjusting and resetting position sensors to zero 

8) Driving the motions inside the tool and detecting interference between tool and 

transfer arms 

9) Recording of given parameters and modification propositions 

10) Uninstallation of trial station and cleaning of worksite 

11) Recording of trialling hours to ERP system 

12) Modifications in design if needed according to feedback 

 

These steps will be roughly followed through the testing process. The testing phase will be 

accomplished by tool designer and servo press operator together. The design modification 

phase will be made in co-operation with company’s tooling department. 

 

9.4 Monitoring, feedback and developing 

The design of transfer trial station is simple. Due to this, wide monitoring of usage and 

maintenance will not be needed. The trial station will be included in the Total Productive 

Maintenance -program in the company. TPM -program will require standard maintenance 

instructions according to the company’s policies. Maintenance instructions will include Lean 

and 6S aspect of order, placing and condition of equipment.  

 

According to feedback gathered during equipment test phase, changes will be done. 

Feedback will be gathered from operators and NPI project managers, especially about linear 

movements and practicality.  

 

Changes in design will be done if the feedback requires so. Also, some additional 

components, such as handles, sensors and wheels may be added if needed. The transfer trial 

station will have unique design, and there are no existing models in industry to learn from. 

It is likely that some modifications must be done some time after station’s introduction in 

production.  

 

9.5 Standard instructions 

The company requires, that all the new machine acquisitions need to have instructions for 

machine usage, maintenance and assembly. Also, Lean and Total Productive Maintenance 
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guidance will be present, when bringing the trial station in action. Standard instructions will 

be consisted of sections mentioned next: 

• Presentation of used technology 

• Introduction of used components 

• Instructions for equipment set-up and usage 

• Possible dangers of using 

• Finishing and managing of test process 

 

Lean instructions and guidance will be present when adding forms and principals to 6S and 

Total Productive Maintenance programs. The general Lean and 6S guidance in the company 

consist of sections mentioned below: 

• Purity and order in the working site and corridors 

• Proper order and division with finished and unfinished products 

• Storing of materials in right place and order 

• Tools and accessory equipment in proper places 

• Storing of chemicals and additives in the proper places 

• Managing and clearing of waste bins 

• Proper documentation to be done considering Kanban cards and maintenance 

• Proper safety conditions 

 

These sections will be considered when forming the guidance of Lean, 6S and TPM 

programs in certain machine. The objective of this guidance is to improve safety, quality, 

productivity, delivery-on-time, repairing costs and continuous development approach.  
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10 DISCUSSION 

 

 

The aim of this thesis was to survey the different implementation possibilities of transfer 

trial station, investigate the profitability of investment and finish the final implementation 

plan for introduction of equipment. The used research methods were literature findings, 

operating models of company review, data analysis from company’s ERP system, 

investment calculations, productivity calculations and CAD modelling. The discussion will 

be made about subjects below: 

• Comparison of designed transfer trial station and existing transfer tool testing 

possibilities 

• Reliability and validity of the research content 

• Conclusions made from result and analysis of the research content 

• Future sights considering transfer trial station in the company 

 

These subjects will be discussed in the chapter. The purpose is to clarify if the research and 

implementation was successful and useful for the company. As the focus in this research was 

in the implementation plan, the future will show if the implementation had effect on 

productivity and efficiency in the production.  

 

10.1 Comparison of implementation of existing applications 

In the manufacturing environment, wide use of transfer systems in servo presses is quite new 

technology, especially for progressive press tool dies. Some solutions have been introduced 

and offered commercially by the transfer tool suppliers. Hence, the technologies of test 

equipment designed by suppliers are not published in general. Usually, there are some 

service products available for transfer tool testing, for example off-site testing by external 

resources or computer simulation tools.  

 

10.2 Reliability aspects of results 

Some of the data gathered from company’s ERP system considering the tracking of spent 

resources can be questionable. One concern is personal data recording habits of employees 

in tooling department. The experience has seen that some of the workers do not record every 

single action of tasks as they should do it. This viewpoint may distort the validation and 
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reliability of data in the investment profitability calculation. However, proper data recording 

has been under supervising lately in the company. The transfer tool manufacturing in the 

company has started also quite lately, so the problem should not be wide. The other concern 

in the productivity increase evaluation is that the sampling of different tools is quite narrow. 

Yet, there do not exist many transfer tools that has been manufactured in the company’s 

tooling department or has enough data recorded about spent resources. If the sampling size 

of manufactured and recorded transfer tools were wider, the results were more reliable. 

Nevertheless, the existing data can be considered reliable enough to form productivity 

improvement assumptions. Lot of experience about problems in transfer tool trialling will 

support the productivity change evaluation.  

 

In the design phase of the trial station, the existing data considering CAD models from the 

suppliers’ products may have for example incorrect dimensions. In this case, the customer 

must trust into validity of available CAD models. The final quality of selected components 

will be figured out at last in the assembly or testing stage.  

 

According to Scopus-database, the supply of the researches considering the transfer systems 

in sheet metal production is slight. The researches’ timeline starts from 1970s, while the 

peak is in the middle of 2000s. The use of transfer systems in sheet metal industry is weighted 

in stamping processes instead of punch pressing. If the researches would be limited to only 

progressive dies, which the company have, the search results would be only a few. It seems 

like scientific researches about the subject are not very popular. Figure 22 shows a graph for 

search results of scientific articles considering transfer systems in sheet metal production. 

The used keywords for search were “transfer”, “production”, “die” and “press”. The search 

was limited to analyse articles considering “engineering” and “material science”. The graph 

in the figure shows that the trend is constant, and it has remained through five decades.  
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Figure 22. Scopus search result for scientific articles’ timeline considering transfer systems 

in sheet metal production.  

 

Because of scientific articles’ scarcity, in this research the major resources were commercial 

documents, journal articles and books based on robotics and transfer systems commonly. 

Some of the references considering robotics commonly can be applied to transfer technology 

due to similar kind of principals and components.  

 

10.3 Conclusions derived from results 

The implementation of transfer trial station can be effective when improving productivity. 

As the results were showing, investing in trial station pay itself back in short payback period. 

The profit will be seen in improved utilization rate of servo press by reducing tool trialling 

time in NPI-process. Nevertheless, growing sales in new products would make investment 

even more profitable than based on current data. If the reduction of wasted productive 

resources can reduce sale price in tool sales, it may have effect in growth of tool trialling 

occasions. The final productivity increase was significant enough to make positive investing 

decision. The production resources were evaluated to have significant changes in tool 

department and sheet metal production site as well. Finally, the extra costs due to transfer 

components’ breaks were evaluated to have some annual savings.  
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The implementation plan of transfer trial station will consist of design drawings, 

manufacturing plans, maintenance plan and standard instructions. The importance of 

accurate and wide planning of system implementation is efficiency in costs and resources. If 

the implementation plan was weak, the initial costs of trial station introduction would be 

raising. The profitability of investment could be changed in the situation. However, the 

possible extra costs due to poor design would not necessary bury the investment plan, while 

the current investment evaluation has very high profitability percentage.  

 

There would have been alternative solutions for tool trialling instead of trial station 

implementation. Commercial solutions were available for computer simulation of transfer 

movements and interference detection. In the company, already existing PTC Creo could be 

capable to do the simulation, but the simulation would have been very heavy for the program. 

The movement of transfer arms will be available in Creo simulation but combining the 

motion of servo press crank angle would have been too difficult. Other commercial solution 

specially made for transfer systems and presses are also available. Some suppliers in the 

sheet metal industry are offering simulations which take account all the transfer movements 

and press motions. In the other hand, they would be possibly bigger investments with huge 

annual program licenses. In this research, the commercial simulation programs would not be 

profitable enough due to low rate of newly brought transfer tools so far. Maybe later in the 

future that could be considerable investment.  

 

There are existing subcontractors offering transfer tool manufacturing with additional testing 

and synchronizing service for transfer motions. As in common knowledge, they are using 

similar kind of station than designed in this research. Nevertheless, there are not existing any 

kind of unclassified information about the used technology or testing process. The testing 

service could be decent solution if the tool manufacturing would be implemented by external 

resources. In this case when the company have their own tool manufacturing department, the 

tool price would raise higher.  

 

In the design phase, alternative and feasible solution for transfer station would have been 

use of complete modules by suppliers of automation industry. The disadvantage in this 

implementation model is again high initial costs. Because of external design and 

manufacturing, the high costs would probably not pass requirements of company’s 
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investment model. Optionally, the payback period would be way longer, and so the risks 

would be higher.  

 

The research itself can be regarded as successful. The real value of research for the company 

will be figured out after the implementation of trial station and tracking of productivity rates. 

Still, the added value can be considered as investment evaluation, research of the best 

components and principals, subcontractor search and evaluation of the commercial supply 

for the similar solutions. The investment profitability evaluation will be valid and close to 

actual outcome, although the reliability of data collection might be mid-quality.  

 

10.4 Future development of trial station 

After this research’s implementation plan, the transfer trial station will be implemented to 

the production. The upcoming tests will show the improvement and development targets for 

the trial station. The possible improvements could be based on additional technologies of 

actuators or automation. Sensors could be added according to demand.  

 

In the future if the sales of transfer tools raise widely in the company, the computer 

simulation program for tool testing could be investigated. Also, the possibilities and 

capabilities with existing programs could be researched. That would possibly speed up the 

trialling process without taking resources out from production. It can be assumed that some 

real-life trialling in production has still to be done, even the simulation worked properly. It 

can also be assumed that simulation program would not replace totally physical simulation.  
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11 SUMMARY 

 

 

The goal of this research was to produce implementation plan for transfer trial station. The 

transfer trial station implementation was targeted to improve company’s NPI process 

concerning servo press’ punching tools by saving resources and improving productivity in 

production. The used research methods were literature findings, operating models of 

company review, data analysis from company’s ERP system, investment calculations, 

productivity calculations and CAD modelling.  

 

To clarify the background of research and to justify selected solutions in design phase and 

investing calculations, the literature review was presented. The literature review consisted 

of transfer technology and machine investment theory in sheet metal production. In theory 

of transfer technology, common knowledge transfer principals, controlling, functional 

equipment and design were presented.  In investing theory, some of the most popular 

investment evaluation methods, such as payback period, net present value, annuity, internal 

rate of return and accounting rate of return were presented.  

 

The present operative models of company considering the transfer tool trialling and investing 

model were researched. The problems of NPI process with transfer tools were investigated. 

The major problems were wasted capacity and machine break costs due to trialling during 

NPI process. Principals in evaluation of investment profitability were payback method 

supported by net present value calculations. The investment of transfer trial station was 

defined as productivity increasing investment, and thus the required payback period 

maximum was four years according to company’s investment policies.  

 

History data considering test trial and tool repairing times for transfer tools was gathered 

from company’s ERP system. Also, data was gathered from wasted costs due to broken 

component replacements. Data was gathered from four different previously made transfer 

tools. The scarcity of sampling was originated from newness of servo press and transfer 

system acquisition by company. Gathered data was showing that the resource loss and 

caused costs were significant in relation to tools’ sales price.  
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Pre-design was made for transfer trial station. The design was including functional 

principals, structure, equipment and component variations to find out the initial investing 

costs. The alternative designs were made for manual and hydraulic transfer trial station. The 

final costs of components, manufacturing and assembly were evaluated. The investment 

costs were investigated, and the investment profitability evaluations were accomplished. The 

investment of transfer trial station was found to be profitable enough to fulfil the 

requirements by the company. The used evaluation methods were payback period including 

net present value evaluation and qualitative evaluation of necessity of investment.  

 

After the investing decision, the final design of transfer trial station was implemented. The 

final design consisted of dimensions’ finish, exact component and material selection, and 

DFMA aspects considering the standard component usage. The purpose and outcome of the 

final design was to finish the final version of the trial station, and to avoid failures and issues 

during manufacturing and assembly phases in the future.  

 

The implementation plan was done to ensure the proper introduction of the transfer trial 

station in production. Also, the target was to adapt the new equipment to production 

principals and company’s policies. The plan consisted of 2D drawings of components and 

assemblies, manufacturing and assembly instructions, instructions for usage, placing and 

layout adaptions, standard documentation, selection of component suppliers and 

maintenance target identification.  

 

The plan with the transfer trial station implementation in the company, was scheduled to be 

done after the finish of research. The introduction of transfer trial station in production was 

planned to be supported by the implementation plan. The development and productivity 

increase tracking were planned to be done during settled use of trail station in the future.  
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APPENDIX I 

ASSEMBLY TREE FOR PRE-DESIGNED TRANSFER STATION 

 



 

APPENDIX II 

ILLUSTRATIVE 3D MODEL OF TRANSFER TRIAL STATION VERSION 1 

 


